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Funds found
for victim
advocate
programing
By Kara Hud
(XCCU'IVE

EDITOR

Checking her department's
finances late last week, Man
Knieger knew there would be
a little money leftover from the
four-year federal grant given for
the now defunct Transformation
Project.
Hut the amount she stumbled
on still has her reeling—with

excitement

Krueger, direct or of the
Women's Center, was told
Thursday by an accounting
staff member in the Office ol
Academic Affairs, that she had
SI 1.600 in grant funding left
This unexpected discovery is
enough to keep victim advocate
Rebecca Theis—who has been
on the receiving end of an extensive student-run fundraising
effort—on campus through at
least the end of April along with
a part-time coordinator to "lie
up loose ends" with the Project,
Krueger said. The Center had
housed the Project since its creation four yen v.igo
I fell on the floor,'' Knieger
said. "It was so great, it was like
(hrbtmas. When she told me that
there was thai much money I fell
oil my chair and then 1 got up
and danced around the room
While finishing out the yen
with leftover grant funding isni
unusual, amounts so large arc.
Krueger said. The past two years

of grant funding were used exdusivcK to pay the salaries of the
Project's three employees, the
said.
"The fact that it's so much is
kind of unusual." Knieger said
It was not clear Wednesday
how the amount went unnoticed
last semester when fundraising
efforts for the advocate position
began. BGSU does not pool grant
funding, according to Gaytyn
Finn, associate vice president of
finance.
The news has lightened the
load for students spearheading
fundraising efforts for Theis. said
junior Chelsea lambdin and
founding member of the Victim
Advocate Longevity Effort. The
group has charged themselves
with raising the advocate's
$35,344 salary one month at a
time, securing enough on their
own to keep the position funded
through the end of the month.
But VALE doesn't want those
who donated during their initial
pleas for funds to feel cheated.
Lambdin said.
"I just want to stress that we
don't want anyone to be mislead
by the donations we've been collecting," she said. "Without student and business donations,
(keeping the victim advocatel
wouldn't have happened."
Krueger knows this is true, she
said. Even with an extra $11,600
now, Theis would have been
long-gone without the surge ot
student support behind the position. The victim advocate position had been set to end Dec. 31.
"If the students hadn't shown
this dedication and bought us
this time... this would have been
a moot point," Krueger said.
"They're my heroes."
VALE will continue to collect
donations, Lambdin said, in an
effort to keep the position funded
through the end of September
when they hope the Women's
Center will be the recipient of
another grant to restart the entire
Transformation Project.
Upcoming fundraisers include
ADVOCATE, PAGE 8

University senior found
safe after abduction at OU
By Miranda Bond
'EATURES EDITOR

University senior, Kristen Wisler
is thankful to be safe and sound
in her Avon lake home after
being abducted and held outside of Athens by two strangers for five hours this past
Sunday. The alleged kidnappers
Robert Xorris, 36, of /anesville.
Ohio and Scott Stevens, 36, of
Columbus on the other hand,
are being held at the Southeast
Ohio Regional lail on S250.000
bail.
Wislei was in Athens visiting
her boyfriend and female friend,
who both attend Ohio University
ovei the weekend. Around 11
p.m. on Sunday, Wisler was
walking to her friend's house

aftei leaving her boyfriend, who
was going to a fraternity event.
She »as almost to her friend's
home when two men pulled
their vehicle beside her. One
of them jumped out and lackled her, hilling her head on the
sidewalk, they then threw her
into the vehicle and sped away.
"I didn't see him coming

because he came from behind," that point she was scared for her
she said. "1 felt so helpless. 1 life because they were threatenstruggled to get away and he ing her, she said.
Only minutes after they
slammed my head on the conarrived at the parking lot
crete."
Luckily, her friend was stand- Athens County Deputy Sheriff
ing on her porch waiting for lim Heather spotted the car
and rescued Wisler.
Wisler and saw the
Stevens and Norris
kidnapping. She
"I
felt
so
were arrested and
immediately called
helpless. I charged with kidnapthe police. She
ping and robbery.
was able to give a
struggled
While the police
description of the
to get away conducted their
vehicle. which led
search, Wisler's parto a quick rescue.
and he
ents were contacted.
Wisler said that
this was a key fac- slammed my Wisler's father, Kevin,
tor in the police head on the said that when they
got the phone call
search.
concrete." they thought it was
"Without her
a joke. Her parents
I don't know if
immediately drove to
anyone
would
KRISTEN WISLER.
Athens.
have seen it hapSENIOR
Around 15 minutes
pen there was no
one on the street or anything," before they arrived in Athens,
they got a call reporting that she
Wisler said.
The kidnappers, took Wisler had been found.
"We were overjoyed that she
to a trailer off of State Rt. 550,
outside of Athens. Then they was siill alive," her father said.
put her back into the car again "We were driving and looking
and took her to a parking lot. At in all of the ditches to make sure

we didn't see a body lying there
on our way down."
Since her rescue, Wisler has

been contacted bv various
KIDNAPPE0.PAGE2
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Patriot plan
helps soldiers
Patriot Plan gives him confidence.
"There is always a lot of
In Kosovo, he was a just a
soldier. After graduation, he'll stress getting deployed,"
Keighley said. "This will allehave to fight as a father.
Army Cadet Sgt- Maj. viate some of the stress and
Aaron keighley, a University some of the worries that you
senior in ROTC, enrolled in have while you're away from
the ROTC program after he your family.'
The Ohio Patriot plan
returned from active duty in
would rewrite the Ohio
Kosovo.
"I know what it's like to be I luman Rights law to prevent
discrimination
awav. But I
against soldiers
was only 18- A HELPING HAND
when they apply
years-old, House Bill 426 brings the
for jobs, housing
and 1 didn't several changes for solor credit.
have as much diers:
In addition,
responsithe plan would
bility as I PREVENT discnmination
have now," when soldiers apply for |obs, let soldiers end
a cell phone
Keighley said. housing or credit
State law- LET soldiers end a car lease contract or a car
lease if called to
makers cre- if called to active duty
ated a plan to CAP loan interest rates at 6 active duty.
Known
to
help militarylawmakers as
families like percent until they return
ALLOW soldiers choose
Sub. House Bill
Keighley's.
426, the non"Ohio's whether to continue, suspartisan plan
Patriot Plan" pend or convert health
was
passed
offers nine insurance benefits
unanimously in
ways
for PREVENT life insurance
active-duty from lapsing during active the Ohio Senate
soldiers duty
and House of
Representatives
to
prevent
potential
last year.
debt and stress for their famiSponsor
of
lies during their deployment the plan was Democratic
Rep. Peter Ujvagi of the 47th
overseas.
When he finishes college, District, which is located
Keighley will return to com- about 25 miles, or 30 minbat as an officer. Keighley utes, from the city of Bowling
said he hopes that his unit Green. Ujvagi represents the
will trust him as an officer southern and eastern sides
because he's been in com- of Toledo.
The bill won't go into effect
bat before. But more than
Keighley's rank will change until 90 days after Gov. Bob
when he is deployed a second Taft signs it. Ujvagi said he
time.
hopes the bill will be effective
"I haven't really experi- by May 2005, at the latest.
enced what the military is
"The sacrifices our military
like with a child," he said.
men and women make while
Now, Keighley is the father serving on active duty should
of 13-month-old son.
Keighley said the Ohio
PLAN, PAGE 2
By Bridget Tharp
REPORTER

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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STILL TAKING A TOLL: Members of Majelis Mujahidin Indonesia, or Indonesia Holy Warrior Assembly, carry
a tsunami victim wrapped in a plastic bag at Surien village in Banda Aceh. Indonesia.

Accurate death toll may
never be reached: officials
By Mike Confer
IME ASSOCIATED PRESS

JAKARTA,
Indonesia
—
Indonesia's Health Ministrydeclared yesterday that more
than 70,000 people previously
listed as missing are dead, significantly raising its estimate for
the death toll from last month's
tsunami.
If confirmed, the overall tsunami death toll in 11 countries
would climb to over 221,100.
including 166,320 dead in
Indonesia.
However, the Health Ministry's
countdiffered sharply fromother
Indonesian government tallies.
The Social .Affairs Ministry has
been keeping a count that on
yesterday stood at 114,978 dead
and 12,132 missing.
Officials have frequendy cautioned that compiling accurate
figures for the dead or missing
is almost impossible, and that a
definitive death toll may never

TODAY

be reached.
The Associated Press has used
the Social Affairs Ministry count
for its tally of the dead. The total
death toll compiled by AP from
governments in each country
is at least 162,228. The United
Nations on Tuesday listed the
number of dead in the Dec. 26
disaster at 165,493.
Indonesia is not the only
country suffering from confusion in the count. In Sri Lanka,
the Public Security Ministry and
National Disaster Management
Center have put out tolls of
38,195 and 30,920, respectively.
The AP total is based on the
disaster center's number.
Meanwhile, eager to show
Indonesia will use international aid responsibly and take
a linn stand against corruption, Foreign Minister Hassan
Wirayuda said the government
had recently appointed the
accounting firm Ernst & Young

to track donations.
Foreign governments and
international agencies have
pledged some S4 billion in aid to
the region. Indonesia, regularly
listed as one the world's most
cornipt countries, is expected to
get die largest chunk.
"There is no need to be suspicious of Indonesia's management of funds," Wirayuda said.
"It is in our interest that the
money is managed in a transparent and accountable way.''
Local anti-graft activists June
said they fear about 30 percent
of the aid money projected to
be spent on Indonesia's recovery could be stolen — about
the same amount they estimate
disappears each year from the
national government's budget.
International health officials
said hundreds of diousands of
people remain at risk of disease
ASIA, PAGE 2
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Financial aid
offered by plan
PLAN, FROM PAGE 1

urn be compounded by their
Families having to make additional sacrifices at home,"Ujvagi
said in a press release.
Ohio soldiers might no) have
to u.iii thai long to see the
effects of the plan. Ujvagi said
a cell phone company bcgrudgingly ended the contract of an
Ohio soldier based on knowing
the legislation was already in (he
governor's hands.
Ujvagi said he is hoping service members are going to be
able to start using jlIn* Ohio
Patriot Plan already Iftheyhave
anj problems thai the legislation covers,"
I hi' Ohio I'atriot Plan mimics a pair of bills thai have been
around in the slate of New York
since 2003. Rep. Ujvagi said he
is already drafting the second
Ohio Patriot Han. He hopes to
include Items thai were dropped
from the original plan. Among
the priorities of Plan 2. Ujvagi
described a discount card lor
militar) families "similar to the
Buckeye card."
Several provisions ol the plan
focus on Families, but single soldiers also benefit.
Senior Hen Ah.irc/. isaiiAmn
ROD cadet who expects that he
will be deployed when he graduates.
"I haven't put too much
thought into family yet, "Alvarez
said. "Hut reading I he plan,
they're all things that I mysell
hadn't even thought of. Then I
read it. and I'm like. 'Wow. dial's
a great idea!'"
Mvarez said deployment
could lasi aboutayeai
"It does not make sense to
have to pay for a car lease for
a cat thai you can't drive foi a
year, and a cell phone that you
caul use lor .near. I think those
two reallj stood out to me as
being helpful to single soldiers."
Mvarez said.
I in soldier and father.
Keighley, this plan will simplify
life in general when he's away
From home.
"It's good to know that even
it you fall behind on your bills,"
Keighley said, "that you are protected by the government from
them shutting off your power or
kicking you out ol your place."

Diet myths
dispelled
By Brian Pauline
REPOR'ER

Dr. Phil, Atkins. South Beach
and other Fad diets are money
making schemes, which dieters
should avoid, according to one
nutrition educator on campus.
Tonya Hefner, nutritional
educator for the Wellness
Connection dispelled myths
about popular diets yestcrdav
at a Brown Hag Luncheon sponsored by the Women's Center.
From Hefner's experience
there isn't a time when a majority of American students aren't
dieting.
"There are all sorts of numbers thrown out about as far as
diet and weight and die dieting
industry." she said. "But what
I've seen several times is that fid
percent of Americans are dieting right now."
Some common mydis discussed.» yesterday's luncheon
included the need to purchase
special diet foods, trading a
low-Fat, low-calorie diet lot a
high-protein, high-fat diet and
eating less frequently during
die day.
According to I leliier. people have a tendency to spend
excess amounts of money on
diet Foods such as shakes and
meals.

OHIO UNIVERSITY CRIME STATISTICS 2003

113

Diseases
feared
by Asian
nations
ASIA, FROM PAGE 1

"You don't have to eat any
special Food to make you lose
weight," I lefner said.
Instead she suggests dieters
spend money on a personal
trainer to design a workout plan
catered to their specific needs.
A combination of cardio and
weight training three to four
times a week is essential to losing weight and maintaining a
healthy lifestyle, she said.
A common myth associated
with the Atkins Diet concents
the long-term effects. A number
ol dieters who start the Atkins
Diet have trouble maintaining
their weight loss alter they stop
the diet
Also, contrary to popular
dieting beliefs there is no scientific evidence that detoxing and
fasting works.
For Deidra Bennett, it program coordinator at the
Women's Outer, the luncheon
was an easy way to learn about
the dangers behind some of the
iniisi popular dieting trends.
"I'm not a fad dieter. I'm
focused on healdiy eating and
dieting." she said. "I wanted to
educate myself on some oF the
warning signs and things that
could be dangerous in the long
term."
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Source: Mvm.ohiou.edu
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Late-night walks alone, thing of
the past for kidnapped student
KIDNAPPED, FROM PAGE 1

newspapers and television stations. She and her Family agree
that they want to talk about the
even) so thai students are aware
that kidnapping is a reality
"This is such an awful situation and I hope that people will
see in use more caution." she
said.
she said that the ordeal is a
wake-up call for her. While living
in Bowling Green she often weni

jogging alone at night in the i in
paik. She now regrets jogging or
doing anything alone.
Abu don't realize what an
opportunity you are for somebody every second thai you are
In yourself," she said.
Uislcr said thai she has had
sleepless nighis since her abduction, but is Feeling better. She
plans to stay at her home in
Avon Lake For at least a couple
ol weeks, before she decides on
returning to How ling (irecn.

in Indonesia's Aceh province, as stretched medical
team-, attempt to prevent
outbreaks of measles,
malaria, diarrhea and
other diseases.
Emergency
medical
workers are "straining to
stay ahead of a wide range
of threats to a severely
weakened, still disoriented and beleaguered
population," said Bob
Dici/. the World Health
(Irganization spokesman
in the provincial capital of
Banda Aceh. 'I still sense
a precarious situation."
Diet/said some 20,000
children had been vaccinated For measles and
efforts to vaccinate a million others were being
hampered by a lack oF
medical staff.
"Measles kills :it) to 40
percent of kids it hits in
a situation like this and
possibl) more given so
many of these kills are
weakened," he said.
There have so far been
onh isolated cases of the
highly contagious disease
reported.

Student orgs. remember Dr. King
Laura Collins
DtPORtfR

The room was silent as
featured speaker Jim
Lucas recited Hi Martin
Luther King Ir.'s "I I lave a
Dream" speech last night
in Olscamp.
University
student,
Asia lohnson, described
the event in one word as
"moving." She said that
Lucas resembled Dr. king
as well as sounded like
him In Lucas' rendition of
the speeches.

The event that also
included a speech given
by the University of
Toledo's Black Student
Union president, Greg
Braylock, was brought
to ihe University In an
attempt to broaden the
horizons of students and
faculty members, lulian
Mack, a member of BSU,
said.
"Cultural awareness is
the first step to get people
where they need to be,"
Mack said.
Lucas said that he

was inspired to do the
Dr. King program aftei
he went to the 20th
anniversary of the " I Hue
a Dream" march where I )t.
King's speech was played
on audio tape. Lucas said
he wanted to make those
words come to life, even if
he had to do it himself.
He
has
received
national acclaim For
his program as well as
recognition from former
President Clinton.
Lucas opened his
presentation by reciting

one ol Dr. kings speeches,
throughout
the
presentation,
l.ucas
gave
a
detailed
history of Dr. King's life,
performed parts of Dr.
Kings speeches and read
a portion of his letter
I torn Birmingham lail.
Lucas
also
told
the audience
about
relatively unknown facts
about lit Kingaiidthelime
period, as well as sharing
expei iences from his own
life.
'

In
closing.
Lucas
reminded the audience
that Dr. King gave his life
trying to serve and help
Others and called the
audience to live similarly.
" li\ to help somebod)
so that your living will not
be In vain." Lucas said.
Sharonda
Glover,
president of BSU, said
that while she considers
il a blessing that students
were able to experience
and learn from lira Lucas.
she would have liked lo

see more students and
la. ult\ members at the
event.
"I would like mine
students and advisers to
get Involved on campus."
she said, "Il could give
them a chance to learn
about other people."
Clover added that
people not in attendance
missed out on something
big. lint there will be more
events and activities
during Black History
Month in February.

wmw WWWM@WEW\
Ol TIRED OF PLAYING THE WAITING GAME?

HELP SUPPORT THE DANCE MARATHON!!!
25$ from every Big Bacon Classic Combo Meal
purchased between now and 3/19/05 will be
(I) donated to The Dance Marathon!
Children's
"Offer valid only at Wendy's in the Bowen-Thompson
Miracle ■§ Net*
itwork*
• ■4* al »!'••"

>.,.,'.!.

.. ,.11,,.

Student Union. Net proceeds of the Dance Marathon
benefit Children's Miracle Network.

Now leasing for 2005-2006 School Year!
Stop by anytime to see a model apartment!
No appointment necessary!
HEAT & CABLE INCLUDED!
1520 Clough St. • 352-0164
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at www.universityapartments.us
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BSU TO HOST CANDLE WALK/CEREMONY

CAMPUS

Beginning at the basketball courts between Harshman
and Kreischer Quads, BSU will continue their weeklong tribute to MLK Jr. At 7 p.m. on the courts, they will
light candles and walk through campus. Immediately
following will be a ceremony in the Union Ballroom
with keynote speaker, Mrs. Paula Ribeau.

get a life
|H

^m

the calendar ot events is taken 1mm

^^H

organizations may purchase
9 a.m.
Band Music Reading and
tables via budget transfer. For
Directors Clinic.
more information call 372Bveni is fret' and open to the- 2fil2.
public. Moore Musical Arts 424 Saddkmbe Student Services
Center
Building

All Day
Dinner TheatR Ticket Sales
rickets are on sale now In
the Center for Multicultural
& Academic Initiatives lfith
Annual
Dinner
Theatre
show. The DO'S I't. 2: A Night
to Remember!." which will be
held February IHlh and 19th
at 7 p.m. in the Union Grand

Ballroom.
Enjoy an evening of entertainment provided bj BGSU's finest students, faculty and staff.
Celebrating artists such its
Prince, Whitney Houston and
Luther Vandross. Friday's show
is vn. includes hois doeuvres
and theatre style general seating. Saturdays show is $25,
includes a dinner buffet,
reserved table seating and a
cash bar (semi-formal),
Vdvanced reservations
are
required Departments and

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
International
Information Table

Program

/ Man lobby
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

BAMN Info. Table
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Basketball Information Table,
Sponsored by the Athletic
IVpt.
Union lobby

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Organization Fair
Want to learn more about student organizations on campus?
Want free pizza and pop? Free
door prizes! See you then!
Union Ballroom

^t^^^^tff^

11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Chinese New Year Celebration
Ticket Sales
Union h)bby

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
NBA
Live
Tournament
Sponsored by Kappa Alpha Psi
Union Lobby
7 p.m.
I larlem Globetrotters
World
famous
Harlem
Globetrotters
will
visit
Anderson Arena for a night of
family entertainment.
Anderson Arena

(Above left) Vincent Gargiulo [Above Right. Below) Laurie Stevens 8G News
AROUND CAMPUS: (Clockwise) Jim Hasenfratz demonstrates on a member of the sell-defense class that
took place last night at St. Thomas More Parish. Tiffany Steele walks around the 55th Annual Faculty/Senate
Exhibit at the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery yesterday. Cold residents of Harshman Quad stand in a bus slop.

7 p.m. and 8 p.m.
"Making the Dream a Reality:
Celebrating the Life & I egacyof
Dr. MuringLuther King Jr."
Come walk with the Black
Student Union toda) starting
on Harshman and Kreischer
Quad basketball courts. Then,
follow BSU to the Union for a

ceremony with reflections and
performances by students and
faculty.
Harshman/Kreischer
Quad
Basketball Courts and 202B
Union

YOU'VE flfeEfl CMJftHT

RECYCLING

Name: Andy Georqakopoulos
Year: Junior
Major: Education
Location Caught Recycling: Union
Item Recycled: Plastic bottle
Quote: "I recycle because it's as
easy and convenient as using trash
cans."
BEACH

1/2 Hour to MEXICO
FREE Island Shuttle
HORSES on the beach
WATER Sports
Baytront DANCIN6
CONCERTS
Breek GAMES

M

111 jin

111'Hi

Welcome Back to School Party!
January 22nd
Drink Specials!
Goiterjelly
at 11pm!
Weekly Specials
Thursday
up Steak w/salad

Hannv Hour
Monday - Fridaj
I lam - 7pm

,hl.
Spcfcets1-

Big Screen TVs
Hours: 11:00am - 2:30am
Kitchen open til 1:30am
(carryout available)

354-2000 • 1720 E. Wooster

Pal**0

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTE

www.bgnews.com/opminn

nion;

OPINION

"I'm just quoting what you said. You
contradicted the president and you
con tradicted yo u rself."
Senator Barbara Boxer (1), Calif.) to Dr. Condoleezza Rice during the
Senates confirmation hearing regarding Rice's appointment to Secretary otState.

SIAII KDIIOMIA

Political participation still vital
I his afternoon. President
George W Hush will be sworn
into his second term as
president
of the
United
States. This comes following a
heated and often controversial
presidential race in 2004.
While
the
Inauguration
serves as a culmination of the
presidential race of 2004, the
issue-- lac eel bj the candidates
are by no means resolved.
Bet ause of this, it is important
to continue political debates and

YOU DECIDE
Do you think post-election political participation is at the level it
should be on campus? Send an
e-mail to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post feedback on out Web site.
discussions. In manv newspapers,
including Hie BG News, political
banter decreased considerably
following the Nov. 2 election.
Political discussion and active

participation in our government
is not important just during
election time. Without debate
and discussion, our government
cannot fix the problems and
issues that we as Americans face
every day.
As the campaigns took
their respective courses, both
candidates acknowledged that
the United States has some
serious issues to tackle.
These issues affect us as
Americans — not Democrats,

Defending the Facebook craze
AMANDA
HOOVER

. I 'ohmmist
In response to the
opinion column written
In Amanda Hooper In
riiesdays' paper, I have to say:

'Congratulations!''
A lolol people spend so
much of their time mapped up
in the who's who ot television
and media that they cannot
seem to realize the importance
ol connecting to the real world;
the importance of getting out
and doing things. Kudos to Ms.
I loopet for her well-written
column on this national
disaster land I do mean that).
1 lowever, I was very
disturbed in the last half of her
c ohimn in which she verballybashed the Facebook
phenomenon.
I'll refrain from a full explanation of what Facebook is, as I
recently read another very good
piece In 'his paper regarding it
in all its wonder. I do feel the
need to stand up and fight for
my new-found network from
those who would seek to attack
it. Many people who don't use
Facebook — and apparently
a few who do — would seek
to place it in the category of a
matchmaker.com sort of

network—which it is not
Facebook, aside from being
mainly for the college community, is a way to meet and
interact with people who share
similar interests, or in the case
of my Introduction to Mass
Communications course, a
way for students in the same
course to exchange information
quickly and easily.
It was stated, "We desire
friends and belonging, but a
number on a webpage hardly
creates this." On the contrary, I
have met, and for die most part,
previously knew all of the
people on my "friends list." I
often use it to search through
my old high school and get a
hold of people I haven't spoken
to in a while. Facebook provides
me the means to enter a name
and. most of the time, pull up
a picture and a number (one
which I had probably written
down and lost at some point).
My boyfriend (also a
Facebook user) tells me that
he and his co-workers can use
it to check out information on
the new trainees, saving them
quite a bit of time. Riddle me
this: How would you feel if
someone you barely knew from
a class walked up to you out of
the blue before and said: "Hi,
my name is
. I'd like to
get to know more about you if

1 could, and maybe we could
hang out sometime."
Now, for some very
open-minded people, this may
only be a little creepy, but for
most of us, we would go into
high alert every time this
person came near us. Facebook
offers the opportunity to get to
know the people in your class,
major or building, and ask
them if they would like to hang
out without scaring them into
seclusion.
As far as Facebook being
"just another lazy excuse to
disengage from life," 1 strongly
disagree. Technology is
advancing very rapidly, and we
must learn to distinguish the
entertainment, mind-numbing television shows and chat
rooms from the tools. Facebook
offers real people — I resent
being referred to as just another
"soul-less Facebook member."
So 1 strongly urge that
students use Facebook, but not
abuse it. It can be addictive, so
proceed with caution, but
definitely seize the opportunity
to get to know the people you
are sharing your school, your
community and your
experiences with.

E-mail comments to Amanda
at hoovama@bgnel.bpu.edu.

and it is not often that our organizations on campus
Republicans or any other party.
We cannot allow partisan demographic is targeted in politi- that provide opportunities
politics to stop us from making cal debate. Some would argue for students to get involved in
a resolute effort to understand, that politicians cannot appeal to American politics. These groups
address and attempt to resolve us when there is no participation. — and the exchange of ideas
It is our job as citizens to make and different ideas that they
them.
A mere three months ago, this our voices heard. Not only is it promote — are the keystone of
a strong democracy.
campus was full of passionate smart, it is responsible.
As educated members of
George W. Bush is our
political supporters, regardless
of their party affiliation. This president for the next four years. society, it is our responsibility to
passion and excitement needs to We can't change that. What we be involved in our government.
can change are the issues brought Political discussion did not begin
continue.
with the election — and it should
Voter turnout for voters ages to our representatives' attention.
There
are
numerous not end with it, either.
18-24 has always been low.

nUlliLiJUlVD
RFFKS Bring a voice back
0NTHE STREET
With spring
recruitment and rush
beginning, why did
you choose to
"Go Greek?"

LIZ MAR0TTI
ALPHA 0MICR0N PI
"I found great
women that I could
connect with."

a
JEN STEELMAN

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

"To get more involved
on campus."

Finding WMDs not the point
CHUCK
PETROUSKA
<t Columnist
Dttfy mini
I iiiivrsiiy of Illinois
How short the American
memory is. It was not
that long ago when we
collectively mourned 3,000
dead Americans.
It was not that long ago
when anti-American sentiment
abroad was something to be
despised and not feared.
It was not that long ago
when most of us wanted
Saddam Hussein disarmed,
dethroned and dishonored
as the tyrant that he was, not
defended.
Today, for true Americans,
those emotions live on.
On my way back to school
last week, I listened in my car
for two hours to the liberal
media blowing raspberries at
Americans who supported the
war, alerting us to the officially
"tailed" search for weapons of
mass destruction, one of the
president's central justifications
for the war; however, note that
I say central justification; not

the only justification and not an
essential justification.
True, there were many other
nations that posed a threat to
the United States including
North Korea and Iran, But Iraq
had the least to lose politically
and economically by engaging
the United States in an
international distanceurinating challenge.
The war in Iraq was fought
to remove a brutal dictator who
had the desire and ability to
attack the United States and its
allies at whim, without notice,
and to fund future al Qaeda
anacks against our nation.
Period.
The fact that Saddam had
nun wl and destroyed all of his
WMDs in time to evade U.N.
weapons inspectors and U.S.
troops should not award him
the clearance of international
law or the sympathy of
freedom-loving Americans.
The war in Iraq was a just war
that should have been fought
regardless of the status of
Saddam's WMD program.
A popular liberal argument
against the war in Iraq is to
claim that the only reason we
went to war was to disarm
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Saddam ofWMDs and not
because he was an evil dictator
who oppressed his own people.
This, however, is not true.
Take, for instance, President
Bush's speech declaring war on
Iraq on March 17,2003: "In a
free Iraq, there will be no more
wars of aggression against your
neighbors, no more poison
factories, no more executions
of dissidents, no more torture
chambers and rape rooms The
tyrant will soon be gone. The
day of your liberation is near."
This was a clear statement
justifying a war to remove a
hateful despot, with no
mention of WMDs. Mission
accomplished.
However, Saddam had a history of developing WMDs and
would not disclose his
involvement in illegal
programs to the United
Nations. If he would have said,
"No, really guys, come check
it out — I'm clean," and the
inspectors were allowed to do
their job, I wouldn't be writing
this column.
He had used WMDs before,
which means he had the will

GEOFF SLATER
PHI DELTA THETA
"Because without a
fraternity, I would
never have
discovered furniture
doesn't flush."

KRISTA M0HR
SIGMA KAPPA

"It is a great way
to make friends."

There was a time in
American politics when
the voice of the people did
not matter to candidates and
politicians. Too often, an
agenda for the common good
would be forced to take a back
seat to the agenda of those
"bosses" who controlled the
political machines of the day.
In 19th century New York City,
for example, the policies of the
Democratic Party were dictated
by the corrupt William "Boss"
Tweed of Tammany Hall infamy.
Political bosses were greedy,
unprincipled and unscrupulous,
and their organizations engaged
in such horrendous crimes
against democracy as political
intimidation and voter fraud.
It may seem that times have
improved; it goes without saying
that politics are not what they
were in the 1870s. But even in
our modem era, there are still
bosses who have the
uncontested attention of our
great nation's leaders.
These bosses are not the
William Tweeds of yore, sitting in
Tammany Hall cloaked in cigar
smoke; they are the business
elite of the corporate boardroom.
Only a deluded fool would
argue that the common people
have a political voice equal to
that of the millionaire set, a
fact that is made plainly aware
when President Bush regards
the "haves and the have-mores"
as his political "base." But, we
cannot just point our fingers
at the Republicans, for many
Democrats are just as guilty.
The "New Democrats" of the
Bill Clinton and Terry McAuliffe
mold compromised the
principles of the party of FDR as
they remade the Democrats into
a "business friendly" party just
as hungry for corporate campaign cash as their adversaries
across the aisle. Clinton certainly
wasn't fighting for the common
man when he supported NAFTA
The question we all might
be asking is, "What can we do?"
After all, these robber barons of
the new gilded age, with their
government-blessed unionbreaking threat of outsourcing
and deep pockets, seem to hold
gargantuan power compared to
working and middle-class men
and women like you and me.
Today, the same day of Bush's
second inauguration, has been

Smokey The Bear's
original name was

Hotfoot Teddy
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to common voters
ADAMC.
MURPHY
Guest Columnist

"Only a deluded fool
would argue that
the common
people have a
political voice
equal to that of
the millionaire set."
christened "Not One Damn
Dime Day."
The premise is that Americans
across the country will
demonstrate their collective
dissatisfaction by not putting
one cent of their hard-earned
money into the coffers of big
business. Originally, this
demonstration has been touted
as an anti-Bush, or anti-Iraq
war event. But I feel the concept
goes beyond those issues.
This demonstration provides
an opportunity for wortcing
Americans of all political
affiliations to shout a message
to all politicians that the voices
of we the people must be heard
over those of America's
corporate aristocracy.
Right now, I don't care what
your opinion on abortion, prayer
in schools or the Iraq War is. As
the poor get poorer, the rich get
richer and die number of those
of middle-income shrinks, this
is a demonstration that should
empower working-class and
middle-class Americans of all
political walks to come together.
We regular folks cannot
remain complacent as the political influence wielded by these
corporate "Boss Tweeds" grows.
In an age when profits matter
more than people, when money
matters more than morals,
when laissez-faire capitalism is
worshipped as a religion, and
when the American people are
thought of as consumers instead
of producers, non-partisan class
warfare is not something to be
denounced.
It is a necessity for the survival
of equality and democracy.
E-mail comments to Adam at
murphac@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
thafi 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permiu. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
^formation or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked"Letter
to the Falrtor''or'tkiestColumn''Oruy
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Do we trust in
Bush or America?

Today's young adults still need to grow up

ILYA
ROMANOV

U-Wire (Ailumnitt
Tlw Daily Trojan
V. of Southern Gilifornia

U-Wtre Columnist
The Lantern

The Ohio Slate University

Whether you like it or noi
there is a "W" in everyone's new year-the
next four at least. Bill Clinton
is not coming back and the
mental montage of lohn Kerry
on a Vietnam swift boat firing
an automatic weapon is slowly
eroding away. Now forget the
political malaise and focus on
what your President, George W.
Bush will do for your country
during his lame-duck term.
Like every other politician
in the history of ranting, wellattired and well-educated bantering men. Bush yells of revolution when reality will only bring
much the same. Bush will make
decisions thai affect you and
your children. The change will
be embraced by the ultra-conservative and lamented by the
leftist, tree-hugging, aboning
people from Massachusetts.
The most lasting impression
President Bush will leave on this
country is going to deal with the
Supreme Court. With the imminent retirement of Chief lustice
William Rehnquist looming due
to his battle with thyroid cancer,
Bush will be able to replace him
with the first Supreme Court
appointment in 10 years. The
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and capacity to deliver them
again. Saddam had executed
over 200,000 Iraqis using chemi cai weapons shortly before the
1991 GulfWar. Imagine if a single
Saddam-funded dirty bomb was
detonated in die United States.
It's a shame how liberals love to
sacrifice dead Americans fof selfincriminating Muslim terrorists,
It really doesn't matter that
WMDs were not found in
Iraq. Obviously, Saddam was
too smart to leave them lying
around in a nation about to
be taken over by U.S. troops.
Several reports issued shortly
after the commencement of
Operation Iraqi Freedom

importance of his decision is the
guaranteed lifelong tenure for
Supreme Court justices.
Whoever gets the
appointment will have
ostentatious influence over all
the couns in the land for life.
Granted, that appointment is
not certain. Any nominee does
have to be approved by the
I louse and Senate, but the 2004
elections further affirmed the
strangle hold the Republican
Party has in the United States
Congress, so prepare for it. Be
primed to take a step in the
conservative direction as far as
constitutional amendments and
precedents go within the judicial
system of the U.S.
I have a spotted image of a
future- amendment affirming
the rights of hunters to carry a
hunting gun. The only problem
is the gun fires 30 bullets per
second and has a flame-throwing option. The component Mr.
Freeze has, played by Ah-nold
Schwarzenegger in Batman
Returns, which turns people into
icicles, will not be available until
next year.
International politics will be
much the same in the years-tocome under President Bush.
They either love us or hate us,
mostly the latter I suspect. At
least we get to turn on CNN and
see the red. white and blue kick
ass the American way. Oh it is
good to be an American. We're
still here aren't we?

disclose the location of assortei
WMDs with Iraq's name on
than — literally — in countries
like Syria and Lebanon. If
anything, these reports, hidden
by the liberal media, an1 evidence to advance the war on te
ror elsewhere in the Middle Ea;
I he fart that WMDs were
not found in Iraq is a testamem
to American intelligence and
resolve. In the midst of a global
uprising against American
values, we were diligent enougl
to stop tile ringleader before
he could get started again. May
we always have the courage to
defend our great nation againsi
Islamic terrorists and those whi
support their cause — at whatevet cost.

CTrriu
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When I was home
over the break I
found it quite easy
to get into the groove of being
taken care of. Mom made my
meals, washed the clothes and
cleaned up the house.
I hung out in the basement
watching movies and sports,
hanging out with old friends
from high school. I was a kid
again.
But then, like many people
in their mid-20s and even 30s. I
never really haven"t been a kid.

I'm part of a generation ol
Peter l"ans, people who will not
grow up. 1 like to call us
pseudo-adults. Pseudo-aduhs
are hill grown and inosilv
educated (maybe, like me,
they're extending their run in
graduate school), but they ac I
like children.
They're anywhere from 21
to 35 years old, they often live
at home, or in an apartment in
a trendy neighborhood paid
for by their parents1 dollar, and
they play with each other.
Except instead of toys, it's
promiscuous sex and hinge
drinking.

-nterAacHiNe
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Tin' phenomenon is more
The
commonlv
commonly known as delayed
adulthood. According to a
2003 poll Iry the Universiiv
ol t 'hicago National Opinion
Research Center, most
Americans think adulthood
begins at about age 26.
I his might even he generous. It's not hard to find 28- and
29-year-olds who don't have
full-time jobs and can't support
themselves independently.
Maturity, though, is not
measured by financial success
alone. Ten years ago you might
have been able to come out of
college and find a high-paying
job with a career trade.
Now you're lucky to get a

job at Trader foes 01 Starbucks,
where you might not be able
to make enough money to pay
rent on an apartment, but at
least you get some kind ol
minimal benefits package so a
broken leg doesn't niin your life.
The bigger problem I find
with ihepseudo adult is
behavioral. It's this endless
retrain: "I hide. I'm young. I jusl
wanna have a good time
Having a good time comes at
the cost of any kind of
intellectual pursuit, say reading,
or broader knowledge of the
world, tor a pseudo-adult.
Sometimes i feel like an outsider among my peers, because
1 don't enjoy acting like a child.

**» CALLS
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I'm often chastised for
lot not liking
cartoons or comic l>ooks.
books.
1 low could I not want to
dress up for Halloween? I low
could I possibly fall asleep

watching "Lord of the Rings?"

And why I am so stuck-up that I
don't like screaming and
milking scenes in public places?
The 20-something is an odd
mix of childlike playfulness and
alcoholism, video games and
belly-shots.
Icfirey Zaslow writes in the
Wall Street lournal column.
"Moving On": "Ages 18 and 21
are no longer the true entry
points into American adulthi i id,
as more young people today
take soul-searching breaks after
college or put off starting their
grown-up" lives."
So why can'l we grow up?
There's something stunting
the maturation process. When
we're little kids we're jusl a
bunch of flailing idiots,
running into things, biting
people and losing control of our
bodily functions.
Then when we move thrnuj;h
adolescence into our teens and,
while we commit some horrible
acts, we're also slowly inching
toward becoming slightly less

obnoxious,
We learn to drive, we don't
have to be supervised at all
times, we start getting jobs ;\n<\
we're well potty-trained,

Something hapright around tlthe
pens, though, rirfit
time we show up at this
playground of debauchery
known as die American
University.
There we immediately take
a nosedive back to the days of
peeing on the floor, refusing to
go to bed, and sleeping in bunk
beds

Instead of a place to grow
up, college is a breeding ground
for heavy drinking, flatulence
and basically doing whatever
we want, half of the time to the
point of not remembering what
happened the night before.
So it's no wonder that all
these people in their mid-twenties and beyond, who have "just
gotten out of college," aldiough
man) have been graduated for
years, act like children instead
of adults.
I hey end up living a continuation of their college existence
until they're 26 or 29 or 35.
It's excused, and supported
by many parents, because

being "young" or being "just a
kid" gives you a lot of leeway
to be irresponsible and out of
control.
After all. you're just trying
to have a good time, lor many
people, who have gone from
being a little kid to a big kid to a
college kid to a kid in a man or
woman's body, it's all they know.

Agree? Disagree?
We want to know what
you think. E-mail us at
thenews@bgnews.com.
HaPPY ThuRSday!!! HaPPY THUrSdAy!!! HaPPY ThursDAY!!!

Hang in there...
The weekend is almost here!!!

BRMID new Houses
RUMLABL6 FALL 2005
■ 3 & 4 Bedroom Houses
• 1 -2 Car garages w/automatic openers
• Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers
• Washer & dryer in every home
• Walk-in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service
• Starting at SI200.00 (limit 3 peoplel
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44SE.WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419 352 0717
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Are you bored?
Got the winter blahs?
Then this is a casting call to you to become
Tiw •„ ?ore ,nvo,ved and 'oin ,he campus fun
There will be over 100 organizations to check out.

MAKE YOUR OWN REALITY.
Get involved.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
146V, MANVILLE 1 BR Upper Unit. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars $440 per month, Deposit $440. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
219 W. EVERS 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Tenants pay utilities. One car garage, washer, dryer hook-ups.
$775 per month, Deposit $775.
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
327 E EVERS. #B 2 BR Duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. $690 per month. Deposit $690. Tenants pay gas and
electric. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August 5, 2006.
I STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
per month, Deposit $880. Tenants pay utilities,
tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
im ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
740 per month. Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18, 2005 - August
5, 2006.
714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars $680 per month, Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.

Office of ^■^T

Division ol Student Affairs
Bowtim&Mn Stale IMwnft
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
419372 2343

January 20CH. 10-2

We have many other apartments available.
Stop In the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Belli
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

LENHART QRAND BALLROOM 202A. Bowen Thompson Student Union
Free food and prizes
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FBI ALERTS BOSTON OF TERROR SUSPECTS

NATION

BOSTON (AP) —The FBI notified law enforcement
yesterday i<> lookout for four Chinese nationals
described as possible terror suspects who may be
headed to the Boston area. Officials had received a
lip about ail unspecified threat against Boston, and
released photographs of the two men and women.

Cancer now bigger killer than heart disease
By Manlynn Marctiione
I :i»tto »RCSS

Pot the tirsi time, cancer has

surpassed heart disease as
the top killer of \mericans
under B5, health officials said
yesterday rhe good news b thai
deaths from both are foiling but
improvement has been more
dramatic for heart disease
"ItS dropping fast enough thai
anothet disease is eclipsing it."
said Dr. Walter ftou president
ni the American Public Health
Association.
rhe single biggest reason: fewer
smokers.

The news is contained in
the American (ancei Society's
annual statistical report released
yesterday In 2002, the most
recentyearforwhich information
is available, 476,009 Americans
under 85 died of cancer
compared with 450,637 who died
of heart disease
Thai trend actually began in
1999, Inn "this is the first time
we've looked al this In age," said
Ahmedin lenial. a cancer society
epidemiologtsl and main author

of the report
Those under B5 comprise 98.4

percent of the |x>pulation, said
Dr. Eric Keuer, chief of statistical
research for the National ('am ei
Institute who also worked on the
report.
That means that only the very
oldest Americans continue to die
ni heart disease more than of
cancer, a trend that is expected to reverse by 2018, said Dr.
I larmon Byre, the cancer society's
longtime chief medical officer
This is a situation in which
neither one of us wants to he
\o. I" because far more deaths
could be prevented, said Dr. Rose

Marie Robertson, chief scientific
officer of the American Heart
Association.
A third of all cancers are related
to smoking, and another third are
related to obesity, poor diets and
lack of exercise — all factors that
also contribute to heart disease.
"We want to send die message:
Don't smoke, eat right, exercise
and maintain normal weight,
and six1 your doctor for normal
checkups," Byre said.
Smoking among adults fell
dramatically between 1965 and
2000, from 42 percent to 22
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iMovie Festival @ B6
niii'iF'"1"1""11"11"11""1"""1!

Lights, Camera, Action!
BGSU first year students
team up to document their
first semester experience

percent federal goals are to cut
the rate to 12 percent by 2010.
Heart disease sufferers also
have benefited from better
surgical techniques and devices
and from better dnigs to treat
hean problems and control factors like high blood pressure, Eyresaid.
Cancer death rates have
declined about 1 percent per
year since 1999, thanks ro earlier
detection, prevention efforts and
better treatments, experts said.
Deaths from colon cancer and
CANCER,PAGE 7
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* SIGMA KAPPA'S WINTER WONDERLAND
*
*
Come Meet the Women of
• SIGMA KAPPA SORORITY
» during our Informal recruitment!
*
*
Tonight, 8 -10 p.m.
*
*
If you have any questions, please feel free
to call Caitlin Alcox at 440-336-6562, or
*
email her at calcox@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
•
•
•
Sic.vi\K.-\PR\
SORORITY
hvi-xj'*) SMvhood ',■■ l'i•
* • * * • •••••••••

tnttpp terrace
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

Applications are due
TOMORROW, January 21!
So sign up now by visiting
www.bgsu.edu/bgmoviefest
or come to 200 Saddlemire.

■ Free Heat!
' Free High Speed Internet

• Free Shuttle service to and from campus
•^^amHtfmngi pools.
3 Laundromats

L ]

• 1 and 2 bedroom Apartments

Presented By:
Sludarttoch
Center

20,160

If you have any questions
call Monica at 354-3009 or
email monicak to lignet.ligsu.edu.

Other prizes provided by
the University Bookstore

bookstore

21,507

Kidney «
Disease ■

from 8 - lojpm.

Each member on winning
team wins an iPod from
Apple

■■■■•■■■I

16.946
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at our open douse tonight

Don't have a digital video
camera? Equipment is
available at the Student
Technology Center
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Come meet the Cacfies of

Create a 3-5 minute movie
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Louisiana reinstates law #
banning same-sex marriage
did nothing to strengthen the
institution of marriage.
NEW ORLEANS
— The
"High divorce rates, high
Louisiana Supreme Court on adultery rates, poverty, lack of
Wednesday
unanimously education, parents having to
reinstated
the
anti-gay hold more than one job, those
marriage amendment to the are the real threats to marriage,"
state constitution that was he said.
The amendment was sent to
overwhelmingly approved hy
the ballot by the Legislature
voters in September.
The high court reversed a and approved by 78 percent of
state district judge's ruling the voters on Sept. 18.
Legislative backers said
in October striking down the
amendment on the grounds that although gay marriages
that it violated a provision of are banned by state law, the
the state constitution requiring amendment was needed to
that an amendment cover only ensure that courts would not
authorize the marriages, as had
one subject.
happened in Massachusetts.
"Each provision of the amendIn striking down the "defense
ment is germane to the single of marriage amendment, judge
object of defense of marriage William Morva ntofBaton Rouge
and constitutes an element of hud ruled that the amendment
the plan advanced to achieve also prevented the state from
this object," the high court said. recognizing any legal status
The court's ruling puts lor common-law relationships,
the amendment in the domestic partnerships and civil
constitution.
unions between both gay and
"We're obviously delighted," heterosexual couples.
said attorney Michael lohnson,
Six of the justices joined in
who represented the Alliance the majority opinion authored
Defense Fund, which argued by Justice leanette Theriot
for the amendment's legalit) Knoll. The seventh, Chief
before the Supreme Court.
lusi ice Pascal Calogero. wrote a
Gay rights activist and state concurring opinion
legislative candidate Chris
At issue was a provision of the
Daigle said the amendment amendment that stated: "Alegal
By Man Sayre
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Cancer deaths
begin to level off
CANCER, FROM PAGE 6

from lung cancer in men are
particularly striking.
" 1 hey're dropping so last
that they exceed the impact
of aging,'' which increases die
likelihood of developing cancer.
I \re said.
I he drop in colon cancer is
because of screening, which
finds and removes growths
called polyps before they turn
cancerous, Still, about half of
people for whom testing is recommended don't get checked.
In women, cancer Incidence
has leveled off for the firs! time
after several years of rising
"The lung cancer epidemichas peeked fa women and we're
likely to see stabilization of rates
or a decline from this point
on," said Or. Elizabeth Waul,
director of surveillance research
for the cancer society.
Other highlights:
—An estimated 1,372,910
new cancer cases and 570.2(i0
cancer deaths arc expected this
year. I'ive-year survival rates
have risen from 50 percent in
the 1970s to 74 percent today.
—Lung cancer remains the
biggest killer, projected to claim
163,510 lives this year.
—Some 232.090 men will be
diagnosed with prostate cancer.
and it will kill 30,350.
—About 211,240 women
will be diagnosed with breast
cancer, and it will kill 40,410.
The report also highlights
cancers caused by germs — 1.5
million cases or 26 percent of
cancers in developing countries; and 360.000 cases or 7.3
percent of cancers in developed

CA
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Still need an

apartment?
Check out
www.meccabg.com
www.meccabg.com
www.meccabg.com
www.meccabg.com
www.meccabg.com
www.meccabg.com
or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-353-5800
www.meccabg.coin

countries like the United Slates.
Ihese are mostly liver
cancer, caused by the hepatitis
li and C viruses; cervical cancer,
caused by human papillomavirus; stomach camel caused
by, II. pylori bacteria: and
AIDS-rclatcd cancels caused b)
infection with HIV
Many of them are highly
preventable.
especially
through vaccines for hepatitis
ami a soon-anticipaled vaccine
for papflJomavirus, Ward said.
Tsoti, of the public health
association, said the task for the
future is clear "We know a lot
about how to treat cancer Inn
we need to know more about
how to prevent the disease in

the first place."
[he cancer society's Eyre
agreed.
"in
cardiovascular
disease, there has been a better
recognition of preventable
precursors." such as smoking,
high cholesterol, diabetes and
high blood pressure he said.

Governors urge Bush
not to cut Medicaid
By Robert Tanner
•HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Governors are sharpening their
message to President Hush
and Congress on Medicaid,
urging the federal government
not to cut the federal-state
health care program lot I he poor
and promising that states will

come ii|» with innovative ways

Charlie Riedel AP Photo

WE WANT JUSTICE: Debbie Wadman of Wichita. Kan., collected signs from
protesters opposing legislation against gay marriage.

status identical or substantially amendment had more than
similar to that of marriage lor one object, and therefore
unmarried Individuals shall could not become part of the
constitution.
not be recognized."
The Supreme Court said the
Opponents had warned
that the amendment went tar each part of the amendment
beyond banning gay marriage is "germane to the object of
and would deny contractual 'defense of marriage."'
Eleven other states adopted
rights to all unmarried couples
in such anas at owning prop- similar amendments In the
fall
elections. President George
erty, willing it to heirs, and
taking legal care of an Bush also has proposed a
incapacitated partner. As federal anti-gay marriage
a result, they contended, the amendment,

es 43 muscles to frown
and only 17 to smile!

CAMPBELL HILL

to trim some of the $300 billion
a year in costs.
More than a dozen governors
gathered for nearly three bouts
of private talks Wednesday in
Washington as COP governors
came to town for Hush's inatigu
ration. Democrats joined in the
discussions, and the two sides
were united in their opposition
to federal reforms that would
simply cut spending or shift
costs to states, those attending
said.
"We're certainly giving the
message \er> dearly that
whatever the (federal) budget
proposal, that we would find
th.it simply cutting the Medicaid
budget is unacceptable," said

GOP Gov. Mike Huckabee. "You
couldn't tell who the 'Rs' and
who the Ds' were in the room
There's a real sense of Lei's
tackle Ibis problem."'
I he administration hasn't yet
said what it will propose, though
with reducing the deficit atop
the agenda, Medicaid can't help
but be a target governors said.
Mike I.cav ill. Hush's Cabinet pick
for head of I [earth and I luman
Services and the former governor of Utah, told senators earlier
Ibis week thai Medicaid is "vital"
and stares need more flexibility
10 manage rising costs.

?

As states saw their combined
spending this year on Medicaid
overtake their spending on K12 education for the first time,
governors said there must be a
concerted, comprehensive look
at making the program work

more efficiently,
Were just about at the
doping point that says the sameold won't work anymore," said
Virginia Gov. Mark Warner, a
Democrat. "Wecan'l just saj 'no
cuts' without offering solutions.
,_ We're talking about more than
just nibbling around the edges."
Neither he nor other governors were willing to talk specifically about what proposals
might emerge. Their hopes are
to have several governors meet
weekly and. within a month
or so. put on paper a plan that
will get broad support from
all governors, and then start
talking with the administration
and Congress.
"The best way to make this
real for the administration and
for Congress is to be united
50-strong, to say this is really
important to people with
cerebral palsy, people with
cancer, people in nursing
homes," said Michigan Gov.
lenniferGranholm, a Democrat
(tovernorsaren't alone in their
attention to this issue. Advocates
for consumers and for the poor
are also speaking out.

i lus is the major health
policy issue in the lirsi session
Ol Congress, said lion Pollack,
i MI nine director of Families

XX
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STUDENT SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"

Special through 1/31/05
Rent a 2 Bedroom Townhouse and
get the following features:
•All NEW carpet
• Ceramic tile in kitchen and bathrooms
• Washer & Dryer
• Microwave

419-352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

353-7272
(papa)
Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am- 1:30am
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
Sun: 11am-1:30am
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Healthcare
cuts to hurt
elderly citizens
MEDICA1D. (ROMPAGE 7
USA
i nonprofit consumer
health care group. He warned
thai ii the Bush administration and Congress do cut back
Medicaid oi cap its spending,
then states would be forced to
slash Medicaid rolls deeply, fore
ing tens or hundreds ol thousands nit health insurance and
driving up emergency care
COStS,
tiranholm, Huckabee and
Warner said the governors'
approach would have three eleNo cuts in the coming
budget, more flexibility forstates
in experiment and achieve cost
and, most ambitiously, craft a comprehensive
approai li to re examining the
program.
"The real focus we have is not
an we cut people off, it's
how can we provide services to
people who reallj need it, and
how to maintain them al an
affordable level," Huckabee said
Medicaid is no longer just a
nfoi thepoor. Iwo thirds
ol .ill nursing home residents
rely on Medicaid; drug costs,
and that means senior citizens'
drug costs, are a huge part ol the
,,i-i HI Medicaid.
u nil the strains on state budgets, "we're pitting basically
grandma against the grand kids,"

Benefit held
for advocate
ADVOCATE. IROM PAGE 1
abenefitconcertatl loward'sl hili
II I cli 27, and a date auction to
beheld in March. Proceedstram
the annual "Vagina Monol
■ on campus next
month will also benefit the victim advocate position, Lambdin
-aid.
Ediloi • Vote In donate or to
lived until tltefundraising
e-mail Chelsea Lambdin
ai:cUimlxli<i,bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Volunteers
prepare for
32-hour event
By Laren Weber
SENIOR REPORTER

The fii-r overall meeting tor
volunteers interested In helping with the 32-hour production of DM Live 2005 was held
last night in West Hall
I In' idea of covering DM
started years ago, but last yeai
was the first time rliat the
entire 32 hours was covered.
said |aj ScheD, executive director for DM live 2005.
■■ it doesn't matter what
uiiu major is as long as youi
a student on campus, we're
prettj much open to It" he
said. "Its a way for people who
aren't experienced with TV
in do something for DM, but
also in gci some experience
with something that you have
never done before."
segments di the broadcast
will be aired on the Wood
County Cable channel 6. but
viewers can access the entire
broadcast through the Internet
stream page, Schell said.
Wc had over 600 people
online watch our Internet
stream he -aid. "People outside the U.S. are watching
what's happening In small
(own BG."
Through winking with die
production last year, Rebecca
Baldwin, executive producer
for DM live 2005, realized how
much the communication
industry could touch people.
II was like I could share
what I knew with these people

who knew nothing about It,"
she said.
I as) year, staffing was one
of the challenges of producing
the 32-hour event
li took 90 volunteers and
we wen- still short a couple
ol people over night,'' Baldwin
said.

Coordinating the large number of volunteers who are usually not highly experienced in
television, and training them
sometimes hinders produclion, Schell said.
"Everyone watches TV! but
they don't understand what ii
lakes behind." he said. "It's not
just one continuous camera,
it's multiple cameras, multiple
microphones and yon have to
manage all that"
The goal of the 32-hour production is to give viewers a
sense of what il would be like
to actually be at DM, Schell
said.
"TV is about telling a story,"
he said. "Our job is lo lell you
w hat's going on and make you
s.iv 'maybe I wain to go out
there.'"
Asoon-to-be-member Chris
(iordon. is joining the I >\l Live
2005 Ctew in hopes of using
his high energy personality to
spice up the broadcast
The success of last Mar's
production Initially grabbed
Gordons attention.
"What drew me In was see
ing the way that il went last
',,.11 and knowing that you're
doing this Tor the kids," he
said.
The turnout from the community was amazing last yeas
Baldwin said.
"It was amazing to know dial
faculty and staff and students
and people who an' attending B(, High School, TCOM
majors, non TCOM majors,
journalism majors, non-journalism majors,everybod) was
then'." she said.
The expectation for Uiis
year's production is even
greater and the focus throughout il all has remained that it is
all for the kids.

Stimmel's
Market
EXTRk

Oavetam BGNews

A WONDERFUL THING: The ladies of Bikes lor Tikes, (left to right) Amy. Courtney and Emily, pose with
Miracle Child Eric Rine and his sister Hannah last night at the DM Overall.

DM:'For the Kids'
By Laura Hoesman
REPonrES

Hundreds ol Dance Marathon
supporters gathered lo celebrate die 10-yeai anniversary
of the student-run charity organization at ibis month's overall meeting, held in the Union
Ballroom yesterday evening
"I Love '95" was the theme
of the event, which featured
hit music from 1995, the yeai
Dance Marathon started at the
University.
"Tonights meeting... is really
just to bring together everyone
who is involved with Dance
Marathon." said laicd Wright
president of Dance Marathon
I he meeting, he added, is a
time for people to gel information about Dance Marathon's
ongoing lundraising efforts,
"We want BGSU students
and the community to reallj
know what Dance Marathon
is. who il helps and how they
can ger involved, to help these
miracles continue to happen,"
Wright said.
Information rabies lined the
edges of the Ballroom, and
people had the opportunity to
buy Dance Marathon apparel
to support the charity.
Intermittently, throughout
die informational segment of
the meeting, the room erupted
in chants ol, Tor the kids! I oi
die kids!"
\iter the meeting, students
auditioned to be a pan of
"DMTV Real World." The Live
chosen students will be filmed

prior to the Dance Marathon
proceedings, and the tape tit
their escapades wDl be a part ol
Dance Marathons end-of-theyear movie
Dance Marathon is an
annual, year-long charity effort
,u Howling Green. Do/ens ol
campus organizations volunteet their time to raise
money, which is donated to
Mercj ChOdrens Hospital. The
amount of money that Is raised
is announced each year at the
final event, a 32-hoiir "Dance
Marathon "which is held at the
Student Recreation Center.
This yen's Dance Marathon.
with the theme "A Decade ol
Miracles, A I ifetime ol I lope
will be held March III and lit).
People who attended yes
terdays overall gained insight
into the Ifves Ol children who
are being helped b) Dance
Marathon donation motley.
At each overall, we try to
have at least one miracle family come to talk and lell their
storj so students can see how
much they are affecting them,"
said Dance Marathon publicity chair, Brittany Barhite.* The
families get to meet, the kids
gel to have fun ... and all the
students who come realize the
impact they are making."
"The money that we I.use
goes straight to MercyChDclren's
Hospital, and the families serve
as sort-of our posiet families
ol who we are really helping."
Wright said.
Three miracle famines were

ai yesterday's meeting to share
their experiences with the
crowd.
Kathy Mitchell, the mother
ol 3 year old Hen Bob, said her
family decided to get involved
with Dance Marathon to support other families tiiat have
children with health problems
Hen Bob was bom prematurely,
at a weight of 1.7 pounds, lie
currently has lo be led liquid
formula through a tuba
"We know the families going
through this right now need
the support" Mitchell said. "It's
reallj nice BG does this."
\ccoulingto\Vrighi. "growth"
is the best word to describe
Dance Marathons develop
ment over the past lOjears.
Starting out as an exclusively
Greek charity. Dance Marathon
has branched out significantly.
"Throughout the years.
Dance Marathon just started
m grow more and more until it
finally became its own organization." Wright said.
According to Barhite. in its
Hist year, Dane Marathon
raised $45400, and last year
the total amount raised was
SI51,000.
And this yeai participation
is up.
"Student organizations and
residence balls are just so
willing to help." Wright said.
"Whether its just coining to
events and supporting or planning new events for their organization, to promote Dance
Marathon."

HURRY!
V •

going fast!

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
330'2 N. CHURCH ST: Unfurn. upper duplex. $365.00/mo. ior a
12 mo. lease + utilities.

Beer Tasting

107 CLAY ST: Large unturn. apt. above a business.Eat-in kitchen.
ALL FREE UTILITIES. $560.007mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
125 CLAY ST. #D: Unfurn. apt. Lg. rms. FREE GAS -4f)
HEAT, WATER & SEWER. $365.00/mo. for a 12 mo. leas

Saturday 1/22
Noon - 2 pm
50C
plus $ 1 per sample

131 CLAY ST. #A-D: Unturn. upper & lower apts. FREE
GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. #A $420.00.
#B $340.00, #D $345.00 per mo. tor a 12 mo. lease.

\

1

Sample Unusual Brews
from around the World!

1220W. Wooster
Bowling Green
419-352-7792
Hours:
Monday - Saturday 6 am - 8 pm
Sundays 7 am - 5 pm

320 ELM ST. #A-D: Spacious apts. completely turn. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER. Off-street parking. $385.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease + electric. $485.00 for a
9 mo. lease + electric. #B Rented.
109 N. MAIN ST. #H: Unturn. apt located downtown above Call ot the Canyon.
$350.00/mo. tor a 12 mo. lease.

DOGFISH HEAD
STONE
BELLS
SIERRA NEVADA
*Must be 21 to participate!

318 CONNEAUT #B&C: Unturn. apts. in a house. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER. Close to City Park. #B $345.00, #C $375.00 per mo. tor a 12 mo. lease.

114 S. MAIN ST. #1-10: Apts. located downtown above Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. Central air.
Each apt. is unique! #1. 4, 5, 6- $380.00 for a 12 mo. lease, $480.00 for a 9 mo. lease.
#7, 9- $335.00 for a 12 mo. lease, $435.00 for a 9 mo. lease. #2, 3, 4, 8, 10 Rented.
117 N. MAIN ST. #1-10: Unfurn. apts located downtown. All are different! Laundry
facilities. Resident pays utilities. Dishwasher. $365.00 tor a 12 mo. lease, $465.00
for a 9 mo. lease. #6,10 Rented

\

»

208 E. MERRY #B: Large unfurn. upper duplex. Eat-in kitchen, large windows &
private entrance. $340.00/mo + utilities.
111'2 OAK: Large unturn. lower duplex. Non-smoking living establishment. Resident
pays utilities. $425.00 for a 12 mo. lease.
224'2 TROUP: Unturn. upper duplex. Very close to campus. Off-street parking.
Resident pays utilities. $365.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
128 W. WOOSTER ST. #E: Unturn. apt. located downtown above a business.
Resident pays electric/heat. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER. $310.00/mo.
for a 12 mo. lease. $410.00 for a 9 mo. lease.
920 WOOSTER #LOWER: Furn. lower apt. Decorative fireplace, off-street parking
on-site laundry. ALL FREE UTILITIES. $395.00/mo.

Stop by or call us at (119) 352-5620
332 S. Main
Bowling Green

NEWIPVE newloveinfo@newloverentals.com
www.newloverentals.com
Rentals

BGSPORTS
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BRIEFING
Globetrotters set to
storm into Anderson
The Harlem Globetrotters
are coming to Bowling Green
with their "World of Fun" North
American tour.
The Globetrotters will be in
action at 7 p.m. in Anderson
Arena tonight.
They will follow that stop up
with a showing Sunday at 4
p.m. in Toledo when they visit
Savage Hall.
The team features a slew of
former college players, graduating between the years of 1986
and 2004, including Arizona's
Eugene Edgerson.

Leinart
made his
smartest
decision
JIM
LITRE
AP Columnist
Five days after taking what might
be the biggest risk in sports
history, here is the short list of
things Matt Leinart still does not
have:
Millions in the bank.
A new Chevy Tahoe in the
driveway.
Regrets.
"I'm relieved more than
anything'' Leinart said Tuesday
night over the phone from Los
Angeles. "It feels really good
to get all that pressure off my
shoulders. It got to the point
where I realized whatever
decision I made, there was going
to be some criticism.
"So," he added, "1 just did what
was best for me."
The guys who run the NFL
aren't used to hearing no. Even
though Leinart brought the
Heisman Trophy back to USC
and then tied the bow on a
second straight national championship you'd think the biggest
man on campus would be even
bigger after announcing he was
passing up an eight-figure signing bonus from the pros to come
back for his senior year. But no.
Most of the 500 or so Trojans
fans who packed Heritage
Hall and spilled over onto the
lawn outside when Leinart
announced his decision last
Friday have returned to classes.
And so has he, with surprisingly
little fanfare.
"1 walked into geography
yesterday and nobody made a
big deal. My teacher said some
nice stuff, but that's about it,"
Leinart said.
LEINART, PAGE 11
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Womerfs hoops steps
into first place in MAC
By Kevin Shields
SENIOR REPORTER

In a battle of Mid-American
Conference leaders, the Bowling
Green women's basketball team
ilimiicd Miami 68-59 last night
to earn their first conference
home win of the season while
grabbing the out-right lead in
the MAC
i .inn Home and Kate
Achter lead the Falcons (11-5 ;
4-1 MAQ with 15 points each,
while Ali Mann added 13 and
Liz Honegger tallied 10 in a
game where both teams looked
a little sluggish.
A las up by Achter just 2:53 in
gave BG a 8-3 lead which they
wouldn't look back from, playing a strong first half and taking
a 34-23 lead to half-time.
It was the first time they've
jumped out to an early lead
in three games, as they had
to come from behind in their
last two games against Eastern
Michigan and Toledo.
"It's a different mind-set when
you're playing with the lead,"
head coach Curt Miller said
about having the early lead for
a change. "We were happy to
have the lead, but Miami has
been in a ton of close games all
year and we knew we'd have to
fight all the way to the buzzer to
earn this victory."
It was 15 points off turnovers
in the first half that allowed BG
to open the score as they lead
by as much as 14.
Home, a big contributor to
liufelUithor BGNews
those points, had four big steals
in the half, while Achter lead the FIRE AWAY. BG's Jill Lause shoots a free throw last night while Ali Mann (22) fights for position in the
lane. The Falcons used a 22 to tour advantage from the line to beat Miami 68-59.
scoring with 13.
"Points off turnovers were
obvious," Miami coach Maria 7; 2-2 MAC) to climb back in it. "Their big three guards took 46 three by Home, as they'd hold
Nicki Motto hit three of her shots on the night and for the off a late surge by Miami to
Fantanarosa said. "In the first
half we had 12 turnovers and game-high four three pointers most part we did a good job earn their eighth win in their
last nine games.
six of those were right at the in the half, while Cindi Merrill defending them all night.''
BG went 22-of-30 from the
Laura Markwood got a layup
beginning of the game, so there's and Amanda lackson also
contributed big points for the to cap an 8-1 Miami run with line on the night, while the
your points off turnovers."
A Honegger three made it Redl lawks. Merrill finished with 13:50 left, which cut the Falcon RedHasvks went 4-of-5.
The Falcons will face
41-27 BG just 2:44 into the sec- 17 to lead Miami with lackson lead to five at 42-37, but that
was as close as they'd get. BG Western Michigan on Saturday
ond half, but Miami's backcourt, adding 14 and Motto 12.
"What got lost in this game is would follow with a 10-0 run afternoon as part of the
a concern of BG's coming in,
started to get hot from the out- ih.it we did a good job on their to stretch the lead to 15 at double-header ssith the men,
side, allowing the RedHasvks (8- big three guards," Miller said. 52-37 with 10:14 left following a tip-off at 3 p.m.

Almanson stepping up in last year
Matt Hawkins
SPORTS REPORTER

After last year's leading scorer,
Ron Lewis, decided to bolt
the Bowling Green men's
basketball team for Ohio State it
was unclear who would fill his
shoes—until senior forward Josh
Almanson decided to try them
on for a change.
Turns out they fit him just
Almanson spent most of his
first three seasons as a reserve for
the Falcons, averaging a career
best 8.0 points per game last season, but was given theopportunity to start his senior year and has
made the most of his increased
playing time. Almanson not only
leads his team in scoring and
field goal percentage this season,
but also leads the entire MAC in
both categories. He is averaging
18.5 points, while shooting 61
percent from the field.
"I've been able to make some
strong contributions that have
helped us win," Almanson said.
Earlier this season, Almanson
received MAC-West Player
of the Week honors and has
twice been awarded MAC
Scholar-Athlete of the Week
with a 3.14 GPA in Integrated
Social Studies. He credits his
teammates for his improved
production and said the team

Honegger
great for
BG even
dinged up

plays better together this season
with a greater desire to win.
"I think last year it was
evident that we didn't play svell as
a team together," Almanson said.
"Guys were in it for themselves at
times. This year everybody has a
real strong commitment to each
other and winning."
The improved team chemistry
has allovved Almanson to step
up his game.
"I'm definitely shooting the
ball more," Almanson said. "I'm
getting good screens from my
teammates and they're getting
me the balL"
Almanson's defensive game
has been just as impressive
this season as he's been able
to expand on his repertoire of
skills. He leads the team in both
rebounds (5.1 rpg) and blocks
(12). During Tuesday's loss at
Ball State, Almanson recorded
his first ever double-double with
16 points and a career-high 11
rebounds.
"His overall game has
improved leaps and bounds,"
BG head coach Dan Dalrich said.
"He's a far different player than
he was when he got here. He
went from a guy that was really
the sixth or seventh guy to the
number one option."
But Almanson's tenure here
at BG hasn't always been this

smooth. He svas limited to just
six games during his sophomore season after undergoing
surgery on his ankle to repair a
stress fracture. The injury, svhich
cost him the remainder of the
2002-2003 campaign, allowed
him to red shirt that season and
play a fifth year. Dakich said the
injury has helped Almanson
become even more successful.
"In retrospect his injury, if
he can remain healthy, is a
blessing in disguise," Dakich
said. "Anytime you have an
opportunity to be a fifth year
player, generally if you're
successful in you're fifth year
it's going to make you a better
basketball player."
Without that injury, there'd be
no losh Almanson this season.
Dakich said he wishes he could
keep Almanson on his team
even longer.
"I don't like the fact that he's
done playing here after this
year," he said.
The fact that Almanson has
not just become a well-rounded athlete but a well-rounded
person is why Dakich doesn't
svant to let him go.
"You cant find a better representative in all areas, not only
Bowling Green the school but
Bowling Green the town and college athletics in general," Dakich

By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

Things looked grim for the
Bowling Green women's basketball team last night.
They svere taking on the
defending
Mid-American
Conference regular season champions and to complicate matters
their go-to player, Liz Honegger,
svas a game-time decision.
But Honegger gutted it out,
played 29 minutes and helped
her team to a 68-59 svin over
Miami at Anderson Arena.
Honegger didn't necessarily
lead the way for BG, but her 10
points, nine boards, three blocks
and two steals certainly helped
pave the way to victory for the
Falcons. All of this was done on
a sore foot.
"My hats off to Liz Honegger
for playing 30 minutes svith a
bad wheel," BG head coach Curt
Miller said. "But again, she steps
up and shows how tough of a kid
she is."
Honegger leads the team in
points, rebounds, blocks and
steals this season. But for the
Falcons, they knew they couldn't
put it all on her shoulders.
That is where Carin Home, Ali
Mann and Kate Achter came in.
Achter and Home led the team
with 15 points apiece.
But Home took her game
to another level last night,
stepping into the passing lanes
for five steals, most of which led
to points.
"We just tried to play help
defense inside," Home said. "And
as soon as they tried to pass it
sve'dtrytotakeit."
The plan worked for the
Falcons, as they scored 25 points
off turnovers to just 10 for the
RedHasvks.
While Home was stepping in
front of passes around the perimeter, Mann was busy cleaning
the glass inside. She finished the
night with 11 rebounds to go svith
her 13 points. But svith just a 2 for
HOOPS, PAGE 10

Serena fine
with being
ranked best
in tennis
BylohnPye
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BG News Ftlp Photo
GUNNING: BG forward losh Almanson shoots a jumper earlier this
season against Bradley. Almanson has stepped his game up this year,
and is averaging a team-high 18.5 points while shooting 61 percent.

said. "I don't think in the entire
country there's a better example

of what's good about college
sports than losh Almanson."

Serena Williams doesn't mind
being perceived as the best in
women's tennis, even if she
doesn't hold any Grand Slam
titles or the No. 1 ranking.
At her fashion and acting
engagements, nobody asks svhy
she didn't win a Grand Slam
tournament last season.
"People always assume that I'm
No. 1, and I never correct them
in any way," Williams said. "They
alsvays assume, you know, that
I've won the last Grand Slam. 1
mean, except for the people that
really watch. But other than that,
people always assume ... I'm
winning and that I'm No. 1. So,
yeah, keep it like that."
The seventh-seeded Williams
did her best Wednesday to
convince her rivals and other
close tennis observers that she's
a championship contender at
the Australian Open. She hit
38 crisp winners in a 6-3, 6-0
win over nail)1 Randriantefy of
Madagascar and conceded just
seven points in the second set.
Williams won the last other six
TENNIS.PAGE 10
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Both NHL parties
meet for five hours

Russians dominating Grand Slams
temperature rose into the 90s.
Desperate to finish the match,
Sharapova switched hands to
play a scrambling, lefty forehand.
It was an amazing match. I
think Ixilh of us gave il all \\e\c
got," Sharapova said. "In die
end, il was just a matter of a few

TENNIS, FROM PAGE 9
major single* lilies at Wimbledon
in 2003 and seemed Invincible
After completing a personal
Grand Slam of four consecutive
Slams by beating her sisicrVciuis
in the Australian final in 2003,
injuries took a loll in 2004.
In
the meantime,
three
Russians helped themselves to
the last three Grand Slam titles.
Two of those — Wimbledon
champion Maria Sharapova
and U.S. Open winner Svctlana
Kuznetsova
— dealt
with
different distractions en route to
the third round.
Fourth-seeded
Sharapova
sprayed 19 unforced errors ami
only five winners in the first
set against Lindsay Ice-Waters
before she rallied for a 4-6, tj-fl
6-3 win on her sixth match point
Kuznetsova, seeded fifth, found
some sanctuary from questions
about doping for -to minutes,
eliminating Marion Bartoli 6-2,
fi-0.
The Belgian regional sports
minister, Claude F.erdekens,
said Tuesday that Kuznetsova
tested positive for the stimulant
ephedrine at a charity event
last month. While ephedrine
— a common ingredient in cold
medicine — is on the banned
list during competition, it's not
off-limits during the offseason.
"When I was on court, I wasnl
thinking about it," Kuznetsova
said. "But as I walked off. it all
started coming back."
The VVTA Tour said I erdekens
erred by releasing the news

BylraPodell
IHt ASSOCIMEO PlfSS
The bid to jump-start NHL
labor negotiations appears to
have been a success.
Union
president Trevor
Linden and NHL board of
directors chairman Harlcy
I lotchkiss spoke Wednesday at
(Imago's 01 Lire International
Airport, and the sides are
planning another meeting in an
effort to save the season.
The session lasted about ftve
hours, including several breaks
so each three-man negotiating
group could huddle. It was just
the third lime the league and its
players have had face-to-face
talks in the four months since
die lockout was imposed.
"We engaged
in
good
dialogue today and
will
continue our discussions In
the near future," linden said.
We will not make any further
comment at this time"
More than half of the regular
season — 662 of 1,230 games
through Wednesday — has
been wiped out so far, plus the

points,"
Williams next match Is against
18-year-old rookie Sania Mirza.
the first Indian woman to reach
the third round of a Grand Slam.
Williams said she didn't know
ol Mirza, but could be sure of
one thing; "I'm pretty sure she's
heard of me."
Safin, twice the runner-up,
and four-time Australian Open
winner Andre Agassi had straightsi ts wins Wednesday, while topranked Roger Federer encountered more trouble than he'd
anticipated from lapanese qualifier Takao Suzuki before producing a 23rd consecutive win.
Federer, who won 11 titles last
season including three majors,
equaled his career best streak
with the 6-3,6-4,6-4 victory.
Lighth-seeded
Agassi
continued to look good despite a
hip problem that threatened his
participation in the Open, defeating Rainer Schneider 6-3,6-1,6-0
in a rematch of the 2003 final.
"To say it was 100 percent
would probably be overstating it"
said Agassi, who nexl plays fellow
American Taylor Dent.
Safin beat Bohdan lllihracli
6-4,6-1,6-3, while French Opeti
champion Gaston Gaudk) overcame Olympic silver medalist
Mardy Fish 2-6,6-4,7-5,7-6 (4).

Steve Holland
SLAMMING AWAY: Serena Williams plays a return (luring a second round
win over Dally Randriantefy at the Australian Open yesterday.
prematurely. Eerdekens refused
loapologize. and now Kuznetsova
Is considering a lawsuit
"He has to pay fork," she said
[too other Russian women
won: No. 11 Nadia Petrova and
vera Douchevina, who upset No.
9 Vera Zvonareva. [hree others
lost, including Dinara Salina
— younger sister of Marat Safin —
who look a set oft'second-seeded
unelie Mauresmo before falling
2-6,6-1,6-0.
I rench
Open
champion
taastasia Myddna, two-time
major
runner-up
Elena
I lementieva, top-ranked Undsa]

Davenporl and Venus Williams
arc in second-round action on
Da) i
Sharapova gets a day off before
her next outing, against Li Na
of i hina. She'll need it after an
energy-sapping outing against
an American mom.
Lee-Waters, 27, who has a
4-year-old
daughter,
had
Sharapova scrambling anil the
17-year-old Russian's screeching
intensified with her desperation. Sharapova. who committed 44 unforced errors, needed
to run a bag of ice over her neck
and shoulders to cool off as tile

All-Star game.
II Wednesday's meeting does
represent a key step forward

in the negotiations, ii might
he worth noting who was not
present: MIL commissioner
Gary Bettman and union chief

BobGoodenow
linden reached out to the
owners and invited I lotchkiss
to talk. The center for the
Vancouver Canucks hoped

dial by holding talks without
the two leaders, some of the
acrimony could be removed
from the negotiating process.
"We credit Trevor linden's
initiative in requesting this
session, which was informal,
open and professional and
which resulted in a constructive exchange of viewpoints,"
I lotchkiss said.
NHL chief legal officer Bill
Daly joined I lotchkiss and
outside counsel Bob Baltei man
in representing the NHL;
linden, Ml I.PA senior director
Ted Saskin, and outside counsel
John McCambridge were there

for the players.
linden didn't have a new
proposal, and he wasn't looking
for attention. Indeed, it wasn't
until late Tuesday that word
filtered out where the meeting
would be.
"Ihe panics had a good,
candid dialogue, and we intend
to talk again," Daly said. "Oul
ol respect for the process, we
have no further comment at
this time."
These were the Bret talks
since Dec. 14. That was when
t he sides broke three months of
silence by sitting down for the
second time in six days, but any
optimism was lost quickly.
I he players presented a
proposal that offered an
Immediate 24 percent rollback
on all existing contracts, bui
owners rejected the plan, saying
it didn't provide cost certainty

Mann and Home play big in victory
VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

"They're
a
pretty good
defensive teem.' Home said.
"So we had to step tip; We knew
what we had to do."
lor Maun,
inn. ilii was all a
mailer of
HI taking advantage
advantage oof
ii-n ii lini
il, . .ii.
what Miamiii gave
the 11 alcons.
"We jusi look the opportuni

said. Tonight was a rebounding
game Tor me; To me. rebounding
is as good as scoring."
For
both
of
the
two
sophomores, they knew they had
to step tip their game while their
classmate, 1 lonegger. wasn't at
Hill speed.

HOOPS, FROM PAGE 9
a 1! for VI game from the floor.
Mann knew she Mad lc> step up
her game in ways other than
scoring.
"We've been outrehcniiidecl
the lasi three games," Mann

lies we had and executed." she
said.
The win moved the Falcons
into first place in die MAC I be)
will put that standing on the
line this weekend when they
welcome Western Michigan to
Anderson Arena.

Ridge Manor Apartments
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

*^

•PREMIUM CIGARS

2 Bedroom Townhouses

'HOOKAH ACCESORIES

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

•SMOKING LOUNGE

"Home away from Home"

• 1 Full Bath
• 2 Story Townhouses
• Furnished

•INTERNET ACCESS
•WALK IN HUMIDOR

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533

•PREMIUM LIGHTERS
ACCEPTS ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Starting at $570
425 E. WOOSTER
(BEHIND CIRCLE K)

+ gas and electric

419.353.6COt

mo

or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

BGSU proudly presents

Come Home And
Relax At The Beech!
LARGEST AND NICEST 2, 3, & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOMES
~"

HWV

J\

ralrN

The eldest daughter of Martin Luther King Jr.

saw

encourage personal and social change through
her artistic endeavors, which include acting.

mm ,.-■

producing, speaking and teaching.

*

Thursday, January 27, 2005

Entry Level

*

Bowling Green State University

BGSU

. jdUpper Level

Spacious Living Room and Full Size Kitchen

• 2,000 square feet of living space over three levels

1

Private bath in each Bedroom-plus half bath for your guests

• Huge deck to share with your neighbor

• Free High Speed Internet & Cable connection in each room

Sponsored by the Office of the President
For more information call 419-372-2343
The event is free and open to all.

Lower Level

1

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

SfVUfJ^

<

i

7 p.m.

°L\

—

and Coretla Scott king. Ms. King t mission is to

KMW

PRICES SO LOW YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE!
Qppcr ]$cirli Mm
'

'

I

I i

C\
N
\\
\
M \l I

II II

,c Ci \\|1 CI
NJ I I I I '•

1'

II') E.Court Siicci
Bowling Green, OH 13402
II') 353 3300
HTM w.copperbeefhtoM nlionus.com
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Leinart lets team Davenport a force for OSU
down somewhat

The BG News

Classified Ads-372-6977

By Rusty Miller

1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

hurt would take a huge chunk
out of leinart's net worth,
"Other than a few teammuch the same way that
mates, everybody's been real
Hi i tin Ii i running back WtllLs
respectful. And the only reason McGahee slid from the top
they're bummed," he added,
of the draft to the tail end of
"is because they thought I was
the first round after wrecking
going to buy them can."
his knee playing for Miami in
the Fiesta Howl, his last colAnd so running back
lege game before declaring for
LenDale White's request for a
Range Rover was put on hold.
the NFL as a junior. But that
Ditto for Leinart's pun base of a doesn't scare Leinart, either.
Tahoe to replace the little white
"I don't play scared," he said
Ford pickup he's dubbed the
at last week's news conference.
'I play to win... I could be hurt
"Danger Ranger."
"It still gets me where I need
tomorrow."
to go," Leinart said.
The simple fact is diat
I j'inart didn't take that factor
Sdll to be determined is
into account, cither. Mis
whether he'll be able to say
the same about the Southern
decision came down to where
California program around this he most wanted to be for the
next year of his life — no
time next year. Leinart will be
matter where the money or
surrounded by another talentexpectations were — and
ed corps of skill players; coach
Pete Carroll has already seen to everything kept pointing to the
diat. And he'll still
place he already
was.
be orchestrating
7
don't
play
"It's another year
the madcap offenwith my pals, no
sive schemes drawn
scared, I
up by coordinator
matter how it turns
play to win out.
Norm Chow.
If I told you
Hven so, it's hard
what I do with most
... I could
ni my time, my life
to imagine the
be hurt
would sound pretty
Trojans Improving
tomorrow." boring." leinart
on the just-ended
season, lust matchsaid. "Hut I'll tell
you what: 1 didn't
ing it, considering
MATT LEINART,
want to look back
the raised expectaUSC QUARTERBACK
10 or 20 years down
tions, will lx' tough
the road anil find
enough.
out I passed on the chance to
Maybe that's why so few
be a part of something really
people were willing to lake
special."
U'inan at his word. He said
There's no chance of that
all along it would take "a lot
now, no matter — as Leinan
for me to leave." and because
there seemed to be nothing left said — how the coming year
plaj s out. What still seems
to prove in college and everything to gain by turning pro. we like play will Ixt'ome a job
alter that, and it's not like his
just assumed he was talking
resume will need any polishing
about money But that wasn't
LEINART, FROM PAGE 9

bythen

ii .ii .ill

Leinart was raised in a
well-to-do section of Santa Ana.
Calif., comfortably enough
to be able to make decisions
based OIII.UK II si >t her than
need.
I lis parents paid the
premiums for a SI million
Insurance policy this season
— about $20,000 — and they'll
do it again next season. Getting

The attention has been
i >\ erv. helming at times, and
now it might be a little worse, I
guess because turning down
a lot of money is something
nobody has really done before.
Hin this Is fun. I just got back
to working out this week, and
Ini already excited to find out,"
he said, "how much bener we
can get.''

Every offensive possession
by Ohio State begins the exact
same way: With a glance from
a balihandler who counts how
many defenders are surrounding
lessica Daveii|>ort.
Davenport, a 6-foot-<! center
with one of the biggest wingspans
in the game, is always option No.
1 for No. 3 Ohio State.
The Buckeyes' guards don't
dribble, the wings don't cut and
the ball isn't passed until diere is
a flash of recognition for where
Davenport is and what she fat es,
"When you've got a player
like less, you want to get her the
ball. She's one of the top players
in the country," shooting guard
Caity Matter said. "If you gel the
ball into her. they have to do a
couple of diings. They can either
double-team her, and if they do
that then somebody else is going
to be wide open, or they can not
double her, and if that's the case
she's going to score a bucket."
More times than not, the
defense can't handle Davenport
— with one, two or more
defenders. The Columbus native,
last year's freshman of the year
in the Big Ten, is averaging 17.7
points and 8 rebounds while
hitting f>8 percent of her shots
from the field and 81 percent
of her free throw^. She plays a
team-best 28 minutes a game
I -veil when she doesn't shoot,
she's a terrific passer who can
find an open teammate for a
wide-open jumper.
Ohio State is deep and has
lots of skilled offensive players
— the Buckeye", lead the nation
in field-goal percentage at 52
percent while averaging 7H
points a game — but the
triggerpointisalwaysthatflickerof
recognition
between
the
balihandler and Davenport
Coach Jim Foster likens
Davenport's approach to thai ofa
certain Boston Celtics legend.

Travel
*1 Spring Break Vacations'Cancun.
Jamaica. Acapulco. Bahamas.
Florida Best Prices! Book Now!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.oom

est prices guaranteed. Book 11 people, get 12th trip tree! Group dis-

aniattsaiTLoi 800-838-8202
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise S
Days $299' Includes Meals. Parlies
With Celebrities As Seen On Real
Work). Road Rules. Bachelor!
Award Winning Company'
SpnngBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break 2005 with STS, Amenca's #1 Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps. Call lor group discounts. Inlo/Reservations I -800-648
4849. www.ststravel.com
Spring Break Specials! Panama City
& Oaytona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parties
$159' Cancun. Jamaica, Acapulco,
Nassau S499 Including Airt Bahamas Cruise $299' SpnngBreakTravel.com 1-800-678-6386

Personals

Robert Capita AP Photo

UP STRONG: Jessica Davenport goes up for a shot against Ohio this
season. She has become a force in the paint this season.

"Given dial's she- left-handed
and given that she's a bit of a
dominant player, there's a little
bit ni Bill Russell in her, if you're
old enough to understand who
that is." luster said. "I le was more
in less a player who didn't show a
lot of emotion and played with a
passion and a tire that won a lol a
championships,
"I think less pays attention and
listens and is her own worst nit"
at times, and realizes there's a
heck (it a lot more thai she ran
accomplish in the game if she
continues to get better,"
I >avenport deflects any praise
directed her waj as il she's
swatting away a shot. She

recognizes that unless the
outside shooters can hit :ts,
defenses will smother her inside.
"My teammates look for me
and I look for them," she said. "I
just try to nin the floor hard and
they'll find me. If not, we'll get into
our offense. Ball reversals are big
for us because they're doubling.
I lie oilier learn has to scramble
to try lo gel into position when
we move die ball. It's pretl\ haul
to stop one person because we
have a lol ol weapons."
Foster said Ohio Stale's offense
isn't a secret.
"We're an inside-outside team.
loday. there's not marry O] them."

$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours ol your group's time PLUS
our Iree (yes. free) tundraising
solutions EOUALS SI.000-2.000 In
earnings lor your group. Call TODAY lor a S600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundralser
Contact
CampusFundraiser (8881-923-3238
or visit camoustundraiser.com
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC INNERTUBE
WATER-POLO - JAN. 26
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
DOUBLES RACOUETBALL
JAN. 24
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 4-PLAYER
FLAG FOOTBALL - JAN 25

Yancy... my fry cook.
where are you?
Call Ann 419-872-6404

he said.

Make JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE

in your search for affordable housing! .
EFFICIENCIES
451 THl'KSTIN- Acrosi Sinn from Offtnhautr. Furnished
with full bath, sieve and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate- S39S.00.One Year- One Person Rate- $360.00.

%,

Welcome to the

CMeatk*Pv>tf/
thii will be the Rooster year in Chinese
lunar calendar! Come to have fun and
know more about the Chinese culturel
WHEN: Sunday, January 30th,6:00 pm - 8:30 pm
WHERE: Room 202 (the Grand Ballroom) in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
WHAT WE WILL HAVE:

- Excellent Performances

(Chinese singing, dancing, and etc..)

- Authentic Chinese dinner
(10 Delicious Chinese Dishes)

- Games and Raffling for Chinese Artifacts
TICKETS: Tickets will cost $8.00 per person.
Tickets will be sold in the main lobby
of the Student Union!
Tickets will be available:
Thursday, January 20,h to Tuesday, January 25"'
11:00 am - 3:30 pm (except on the weekend)

■%

«6*#«/W

517 K. RKKU STRKKT At ThursHn. Furnished or
l nfumished. One bath. School Yen one person Rate$465.00. One Year (hie Person Rate $390.00
7Q7-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or l nfumished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $350.00.
H25 THIRD STRKKT- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
L nfurnished, I hie bath. School Yeai < )ne Person Rate$465.00, One Year- One Person Kale- $410.00.
449-455 S. KNTKRPRI.SK- Furnished ot Unfurnished.
One bath. School Yen- One Person Kale $395.00. One Year
One Person Kale $360.00.
839 SKVKNTH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher, School Year- one Person Rate$455.00. one Year- One Person Rate $390.00.

with $225.00 Sonrefundable pel deposit at these location:
403 High
825 Third
755 Manville
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth

JP

£A

SPORTS

777 Manville

733 Manville

/
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Meat lUitt

Spades I fttfnrarnent
rst Place Winners
$5 Entry Fee includes both games
Bursarable
Will have Playstatlon2 and XBox versions
Kome kick it
January 27th ^
OS Black Swai
Student U

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
(Ittiee for prices oilier lli.in Two Person Kales.

PETS ALLOWED

The Nupes of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
Zela Nu Chapter present:
Nupe Game Nj^ht featuring

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Kates available lor I or - occupants Check with Rental Office
for prices lor 2 occupants.

... 1

517 K. RKKD- At Thuntin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $615.00.
One Year- Two Person Rale- $515.00.
505 (T.OI'(ill STRKKT- Behind Kioto's. Furnished or
Unfurnished, one h.uh ■» vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- rwo Person Rate- $520.00.
615 SKCOND STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rale- $620.00.
(Ine Year- iWO Person Kale- $520.00.
402 HK;H STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate $490.00.
701 KOI Rill STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.One
hath. Vanity in each tvdnxMti. Schixil Year-Two Person Ratc$630.00, One Year- Two Person Rate- $540X0.
HIP UK IH. 049 SIXTH & 707 SIXTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. (Ine bath + 11.ill Vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $560,00, One Year- Two Bason Rate- $470.00.
IH0-1KM' SIXTH STREET- Furnished oi Unfurnished.
I\V0 lull baths. School Year- two Person Kale- $640.00.
One Year IXvo Person Rate- $530.00.
818 SKVKNTH & 831 SKVKNTH- Furnished ot
Unfurnished. One bath + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two
Person Rate- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rale- $470.00.
724S.C Ol.l.KCK DRINK- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
I 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate $510.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
wAvw.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

Post-abortion counseling
Free & Conlidentiol
BG Pregnancy Center. 354-4673

Transportation for visually impaired
person attending BGSU this
semester, from Findlay Willing to
pay Sl5/day 419-420-9065
mlp.abbacaearthlink.net

1 large room with pnvate bath
Available now.
Call 352-5822

brought to you by

Help Wanted

Wail stall wanted for big parly.
Call Ann in Perrysburg
at 419-872-6404

'BARTENDING1 S300/day potential
No exp. necessary Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
A great p/l |ob S100-S20O weekly
Set your own hrs 5-10 hrs./wk. Call
1-888-455-6838 og@papania.ws
Babysitter needed in my home
eves. 5 to 6:30 p.m
419-287-0001
Be your own Doss, a 25Ok-5O0k
poll 24 hr message 800-682-9536
or www mattthomas org
Customer Sales/Service
Back to School
Openings
Great for students. S12 25 base/
appt. flex sched. around classes/
other |ob. Adages 18*
Call 419-861-6134
Faculty member seeks Spanish
language tutor for conversation
practice Prefer graduate student
with native fluency Pay per hour,
negotiable. 372-7898
Need Money For Spring Break?
NOW HIRING.'!
• S10 - S15 PER HOUR ♦ BONUS ■
" Fun Work and Good Money "
Only 15 Mm Away in Perrysburg
Part Time & Full Time Positions
" Work at Night After Class "
M-F 4-9 PM « Sat Morning Phone
Sales Positions-No Exp NecessaryPaid Training CALL TODAY!!
Call Kris @ 874-3575-TruGreen
ChemLawn -12401 Eckel Rd.
43551
NETWORKS WANTED The
Internet Land Rush is On! Start
Free Inc 500 Listed Automated
No Selling Recorded Message
1-760-494-4355
WWW MY WS Code TEAMBDTN
LIFEGUARDS - Needed for the
Nichols Therapy Pool. Varied hours
available. Salary S8.25 per hour
Must hold a Lifeguard Certification
from the American Red Cross.
YMCA or Ellis S Associates.
Application packet may be obtained
from Wood County Board of
MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Rd., Bowling Green, Ent B.
Mon.-Fn 8:00am - 4:30 pm E O E
SPORTS! FUN! OUTDOORS!
KIDS! MONEY! Maine camp needs
fun loving counselors to teach
Land/water sporls. Great summer!
Call (888) 844-8080. apply:
www.campcedar.com
Fry cook wanted for big parly.
Call Ann in Perrysburg
at 419-872-6404
START IMMEDIATELY
HELP WANTED' Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work. We
offer flexible hours - will work
around
your
schedule-morning,
afternoon,
and
evening
shifts
available Many BGSU students
work here Easy walk from campus.
Pay is S6/hr. providing you work a
minimum of 15hrs./wk. Pick-up an
application at our office.
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc,
428 Clough St., Bowling Green. OH
43402.
419-354-2844
Telephone interviewing, part-time
Some days, mostly evenings &
weekends. Relaxed atmosphere,
flexible scheduling. In Perrysburg.
419-874-5842.

r

Want people willing lo learn & work
on wood floors including gym lloors.
Starling when school is out tor the
summer until the middle of Aug.
Work consists of operating equip, including floor buffers & floor sanding
machines. Also measuring, laying
out & painting game lines & art work
& applying gym floor finish We will
thoroughly train you in all phases of
the work. Job pays 58/ hr. You can
expect between 40-50 hrs./ wk.
Hours can be flexible Must be
punctual & reliable & willing to
accep tresponsibility Please contact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or fax
resume to 419-385-6483

For Sale

1999 Chevy S10 extended cab.

75.500 mi $9000 OBO
Call 419-270-7491
TEXTBOOKS-Buy/Sell/Trade
Get SSS- List unwanted books
WWWOUEUEB.COM

For Rent
""Available now. 1 or 2 bdrm
low as $450/ mo.
Call 9am to9pm 419-353-0325
""Filling up for 05-06 s y. Lg houses
& apis. Avail, still, renting NOW, all
next to campus 926. 1030 E
Woosler, 916 3rd St. & 303 E
Merry. 5-6 bedrms. Can rent up lo
7-8 studts 146 S College. 309, 315
up & down E Merry for up to 5-6
studts Smaller *1 & 2 bedrm.
houses & apts Also 729 4th St. 4
bedrms.. AC w/d, great shape=3
UNrelated. Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm. Listing avail. 24/7 at 316
E Merry »3
1 & 2 bdrm apts avail starling at
S350 Excellent cond Very cozy Off
street pkg avail. $100 off 1st mo s
rent Call 419-654-5716

Highland Management

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances Spacious, laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Gas heat
Starting at S520.

LG 2 BR FURN APT, CLEAN.
QUIET, CLOSE. A/C. AVAIL
8/15/05
CALL 352-1104
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Premier Comedy Club

From The
Bob & Tom
Show

AUGGIE SMITH

ACROSS

GMAT

Something for Everyone

47 Morality enforcer
49 Visualize
50 How some stocks sell
52 Cosby/Culp TV series
56 End of quip
60 Wife of 60D and 61D
62 Ship part
63 Author Rand
64 Without coercion
65 French state
66 Hanoi holiday
67 Letter Xs
68 Collection biz
69 Period
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

The Homestead
For graduate students. Great loft
apis 1 bdrm & study & 2 bdrms
Vaulted ceiling, skylight, ceramic
tile, high efficiency heat, central air,
dishwasher, exhaust microwave
Located downtown with extra
storage lockers & laundry on-site.
S575-S710 ♦ util.
Highland Management
130 E Washington St

3 bdrm plus A/C. W/D. garage
2 blocks from campus Avail May
734-789-8477

Subleaser needed Nice 2 bdrm
house, garage, back yard Feb.Aug . S600/mo 419-494-3156

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

SERVING

From Only
$470!

S1N CE 19 7 2

Seniors & Grads -710 7th St
1 yr lease. 2 bdrm unfurn. heat pd
Grad Students - 601 3rd St
1 bdrm. furn.
Quiet building
419-352-3445

(NEW) Buckeye Studios (NEW)
Student Housing Available tor 2005
Monthly, Semester S Year Long
Leases. Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities & 25" TV.Call 419-352-1520

419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt com
Additional site to choose from;
Liberty St

rairraTrana

• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome

CINEMA 5

6

Call 353-5800

I

Meet the Fockcn(N-ll): 4:05.7:05,9 45
$ RaiingSthpeilPC): 410.720,10:00

FREE HEAT
SplnrjIiihlPSU): 4:00.7:00,9:50
;

*iMS-ncsuri«wvtll*
SUKIN.

Hillsdale Apartments

Evergreen Apartments
2/5fasfPor?
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Shuttle Stop
15 minutes walk to Math/Science

for complete listing

• Convenient on-site parking

* Hf>tra(KS-1)M iO. 710.1015
NoPma

cinemark.com

(419) 352-0717 www.greenbriarrentals.com

419 353 227/
163 South Main Street
Bowling CJreen

If mony Sniritet'i A Serifs of Unfortunate
Events(PC):4.15,7 IS. 10 05

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR
CURRENT PROMOTIONS
WWW.MECCABG.COM

Greenbriar, Inc.

• Spacious kitchen

toawlttlfctWttcawrlMii.IIMjl.iSt •
Sitttdult Good for Thuridl. 1/10/05

2005-2006

entrance
• Patio

The Best Seat In Town

Management inc.

NOW RENTING FOR

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

nn.siMi's
IMl'U.S.'.rtfuoVnrlD

■W

flHMHMOWIMM
■ •uueiioaMn

S VARSITY
■■SQUARE
APARTMENTS

419-353-7715 t£r

Smoking
& Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

GTUDBHTG

DAYS INN
Fully Furnished Rooms
at competitive prices
without cost of utilities
or contracts to sign.

Call or stop in
419-352-5211
1550 E. Wooster St.

Management Inc.

LOG

om mmY TO:

■w View our 2005/2006 availability
\yv (Heinzsite will have Free High
Speed Internet Access)
•w View pictures, map of locations,
\y
paperwork and other info to
make your search easier

Register for the IPOD
give away
Or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800 • info@meccabg.com

Check website for
PROMOTIONS

•.

60 See 60A

Undergrads -704 5th St
9 or 12 mo. lease. 2 bdrm turn
shutttle slop

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St.or
Check our website at
www.meccabg.com

■

42 Proof of purchase:
abbr.
43 Piece of plumage
44 Along the way
48 The Cars singer
Ocasek
50 Light on one's feet
51 Bridge teams
53 Emulate Tara Lipinski
54 Tradesman
55 Gossipy woman
57 Turner and Clanton
58 Unit of thundef?
59 Sax for Bird

1-800-KAP-TLST • WWW.KAPTIST.COM
www

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bedrooms
Walk to Campus
Free internet Access comlngl

• New Furniture
• 2 Full Baths
• New Kitchens
• New Appliances
• Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal

»

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP

Renters Needed! 4 bdrms..
Beautiful new home Great location
S1300/ mo. May to May lease.
Call 419-260-9334

Heinzsite Apartments
710 North Enterprise

FEATURES:
• New Carpet
• Tile Floors

-

61 See60A

1 Flagon filler
4 Curmudgeon
8 Very erotic
14 Poseidon's domain
15 Prefix with dyne or drome
16 Rang out
17 Cool dude
18 Prego nval
19 Showery months
20 Start of a quip
23 Arsonist, for short
24 Snooped
25 Charlton Heston's org.
28 Up!" singer Twain
31 Lets go!
32 Ninnyhammer
35 Part 2 of quip
38 Frees fronT suspicion
40 Pelt processor
41 Part 3 of quip
45 Attempt
46 Kett of comics

Needs subleaser. 1 to 3 ppl. to take
over lease until Aug 15, with option
to renew. 2 bdrm., 1 bath on corner
of Wooster & Mercer. Haven House
next to campus. Newly remodeled.
W & D included, S555/mo. + utilities.
Contact Micah 419-409-0992

1082 Fairview
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
3 Bedroom Townhouses
1
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Washer/Diyer Hook-ups «/3bdrm)
Carports
BGSU Shuttle Stop
Can Have up to 5 People
on the lease
Few open now!

£»

ill' '

Male has 2 furn. rooms lor rent m
BG for a clean, neat, & resp.
person.
Freedom of house. $200 deposit.
S250/mo. Call 419-354-6117

Subleasers needed now & until
May
Only $240 mo. plus utilities
419-575-0802

House, very close to campus
120BiddleSt
419-422-2699

■

H

Lg. 2 bdrm. lurn. townhouse,
vaulted
ceilings, spiral staircase, garage, a/c
dwash. Call 352-1104.

Houses and Apts
1-3 person-12 month leases
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Lisfng at 532 Manville Ave. Office
or www bgaparlments.com

FOR RENT - 3 bdrm. house lor
2005-06 school year, starting in
May W/D. central air 606 Clough
$990 mo & util. 419-654-9512

■

^B

Avail. May. 4 bedrm. 640 S. Summit
St Call for details. 419-308-9905.
leave message

BG Apts -818/822 2nd St
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 ♦ gas/elec 12 mo lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

I

HOUSES HOUSES
May 2005 Lease
4 Bedroom House
815 Third Si $1200/mo.
August 2005 Lease
4 Bedroom Houses
249Manville-$1100/mo.
239 Manville S1100/mo.
1 Bedroom Duplex
849 Sixth Sl.-$325/mo.
Frobose Rentals 919 Melrose.
Bowling Green, OH 419-352-9392

2 houses. 3 bdrms each. Avail Aug
15.1-2 bdrm., partially furn. apt.
avail. June 1st Call 419-352-4773,
419-265-1061

Avail, now for quiet faculty/grad stdt
No smoking/pets. BG Nat'l Historic
Reg Bay window w/ stained glass,
2 bdrm ,11/2 baths, bsmt., Ivg rm .
din rm . kit . W/D. stove, refrig
419-261-2038.

1 Songwriters' org.
2 Vermont Senator
Patnck
3 Diner
4 Complain
5 Raise
6 WWI battle site
7 Lady's room
8 Room
9 Not so hot
10 Pulldown
11 Front-end procedure
12 Director Brooks
13 Gridiron meas.
21 ID's on jerseys
22 Letters on B-52's
26 Jolly pirate?
27 Steamed
29 Angel's prop
30 Church part
31 10-pack of cigarettes
32 Sore points
33 Roofing material
34 Old Roman coins
36 List-ending abbrevs.
37 Stoic philosopher
39 Rte. advisor

The Highlands- 1 bdrm Laundry
facilities In building. A/C. Quiet!
Starting at $395.

130 E. Washington St.
419-354-6036
www bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet org

•"•■-■■<

Management Inc.

WWW.MECCABG.COM
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